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The complexity of military logistics and force deployment modeling requires the use of 

advanced computer models for analysis. The last twenty years has not only seen a 

concerted effort to improve the fidelity of these models, but development to improve their 

interconnectivity. The area of strategic mobility has received greater interest in the last 

decade as the US Military has become more reliant on a force projection posture rather 

than prepositioning its forces outside the continental United States. Strategic mobility 

describes how forces within the continental U.S. are deployed in support missions outside 

the continental U.S. This posture combined with the ever shrinking military budget and 

force size has placed increased emphasis on the capability to efficiently deploy personnel, 

equipment and support materiel. Mobility modeling is conducted at various levels of the 

mobility planning process. The result is a myriad of models addressing different aspects 

of the process. Current models addressing strategic mobility use aggregate network flow 

models, one-pass greedy approaches and simple bounding techniques. This paper 

presents and overview of these models and a new approach to improving the scheduling 

and assignment process using Adaptive Tabu Search. The results are then compared to 

current day solutions using the most widely used military model (JFAST). This approach 

considers current model limitations, then relaxes limitations of preserving pre-defined 

port assignments and then relaxes limitations of preserving pre-defined mode 

assignments. Analyses of all three new solutions are presented. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

The efficient and effective solution to the Strategic Mobility Mode Selection 

Problem (SMMSP) is essential to the excellent force projection of the United States 

Military. The Strategic Mobility Mode Selection (SMMS) process assigns personnel and 

materiel to a mode of transportation for shipment from CONUS (the continental United 

States plus Alaska and Hawaii) to OCONUS (areas outside of CONUS). The multitrip 

reuse of aircraft and ships traveling from CONUS to OCONUS locations makes the 

SMMSP a generalization of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) – an NP-hard problem 

(Mitrovic-Minic, 1998). 

A foundation of the National Military Strategy (NMS), the strategy for 

implementation of the Commander in Chief’s intent for the use of military forces, is to 

maintain a majority of military forces in CONUS while being prepared for OCONUS 

missions encompassing a wide variety of actions, both combatant and non-combatant, 

including noncombatant evacuation, humanitarian assistance/disaster relief, security 

assistance, counter-drug operations, combating terrorism, peacekeeping operations, peace 

enforcement, show of force and support for insurgencies/counterinsurgencies 

(Department of the Army, n.d.). Once required, plans are executed to move the 

appropriate personnel and cargo to the designated locations. The required personnel and 

cargo are included as Time Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD). The development 

of a final TPFDD is a joint product from several modeling and planning communities that 

ensures the correct personnel and cargo are deployed in the temporal sequence and to the 

locations to achieve the best outcome for the mission. Strategic mobility describes how 

forces within CONUS are deployed in support of these missions including the TPFDD. 
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This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 describes the basic SMMSP, 

Section 1.2 presents a small example SMMSP and Section 1.3 outlines the objectives of 

this research. 

1.1  THE STRATEGIC MOBILITY MODE SELECTION PROBLEM 

Due to the nature of military combat, the sequence and timing of all personnel and 

cargo needed for each mission is critical not only to the accomplishment of the mission, 

but also to the safety of personnel and cargo in theater (an area of the military operation) 

and at any Port of Debarkation (POD) where personnel and cargo are unloaded. 

Therefore, the TPFDD contains time-phased force data, cargo and personnel data and 

movement data (DPRA, n.d.). This data includes priorities for the desired sequence of 

arrival at the POD. The presence of time window constraints (TW), as described below, 

causes the SMMSP to be a variant of the pickup and delivery problem with time windows 

(PDPTW). 

Other temporal restrictions such as ready to load date (RLD), available load date 

(ALD), earliest arrival date (EAD), latest arrival date (LAD) and required delivery date 

(RDD) are also present. These dates are time sequenced and, due to the physical 

requirement to move items from one place to another, can be mutually dependent. The 

RLD is the first date that the equipment becomes available for movement. Many factors 

dictate this date including call up of reserve forces, availability of equipment and 

planning sequencing. The ALD is calculated either using the travel distance from the 

origin to the POE or by using an acceptable planning factor between three and five days 

(DPRA, 2003). Since these two constraints are directly correlated, existing models use 

either the RLD or the ALD, but not both. The EAD is determined by the travel distance 

from the POE to POD or by specific mission requirements. The EAD is the earliest date 

that the items can arrive at the POD. The RLD, ALD and EAD are hard constraints. The 
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strongly related LAD and RDD are the only time requirements that are soft constraints. 

The RDD is the latest date the items can reach their destination without adversely 

affecting the mission. The LAD is calculated either by using the travel time from the 

POD to the destination or by using an acceptable planning factor between seven and ten 

days (DPRA, 2003). Existing models use either the RDD or the LAD, but not both. 

Figure 1-1. Strategic Deployment Timeline 

Violations of such temporal constraints may significantly affect the safety of the 

mission and of personnel and cargo. In many types of analysis an early completion of a 

schedule may be the dominant consideration; however, in strategic mobility modeling, 

early completion is only one of several considerations. The first part of the objective 

function for the SMSSP is to minimize aircraft and ship usage. This is accomplished by 

minimizing a weighted total number of vehicle trips (from CONUS to OCONUS and 

back to CONUS). In most cases of the SMMSP, there are insufficient vehicle resources to 

deliver all commodities on time (meet all LADs). The second part of the objective is to 

minimize lateness (violations of LAD). This is achieved by penalizing the lateness of 

each item by multiplying the item short tons (Ston [2000 pounds]) by the number of days 

late. These objectives are detailed in section 1.2. 

APOE APOD

SPOE 

Origin 

SPOD

Destination 

RLD ALD EAD LAD RDD 
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The Joint Operation Planning and Execution System (JOPES) “is a system of 

policies, procedures and automatic data processing (ADP) support” (Department of the 

Army, 1992, p. A-2). It contains the primary guidance and directives for the Department 

of Defense (DOD) in planning deployments and establishes standards for time 

requirements as well as for the detail contained in the TPFDD. A TPFDD can be 

presented at differing levels of detail from 1 (aggregated) to 6 (manifest). There are three 

sources of TPFDD items: (1) Items deploying as part of a unit are referenced by unit line 

numbers (ULN); (2) Personnel deploying as individual replacements to other units are 

referenced by personnel increment numbers (PIN); and (3) Remaining items are cargo 

replacements and resupplies which are referenced by cargo increment number (CIN). 

Although the ULN, PIN and CIN are similar in their data requirements, each is stored 

with a different data structure. The generic reference to a TPFDD item, when the item 

type is unimportant, is a requirement line number (RLN). 

As a plan develops from its initial stages towards execution, more content is 

added. Part of the content includes adding more detail to the TPFDD.  

Level 1, the aggregated level, lists total numbers of personnel and total short tons 

(Ston) / measurement tons (Mton) for each RLN. An Mton is a volumetric equivalent 

based on a 20’ X 8’ X 8’ cargo container (TEU). Each TEU contains 27 Mtons. The 

different measurements are needed because, when loading, aircraft usually first exceed 

their cargo weight limits while ships usually first exceed their available space. 

Level 2, the summary level, categorizes cargo items, in order of ascending size, as 

either bulk, oversized, outsized or non-air-transportable. Bulk cargo is palletizable 

(1,090” X 117” X 105” – length X width X height). Usually comprised of vehicles, 

oversized cargo is not palletizable, but can be loaded onto a C130 (the smallest plane 

used for cargo deployment planning). Outsized cargo is too large for a C130, but can be 
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loaded onto a C5 or a C17 (the largest planes used for cargo deployment planning). Non-

air-transportable cargo must be transported by ships. This is the normal level of detail for 

most deployment planning (Department of the Army, 1992). 

Level 3 details by cargo category. Each cargo ULN and CIN is partitioned using a 

three digit code. The first letter designates type (such as ammunition, nuclear and bulk 

fuel). The second character designates extent (such as unit equipment and non unit). The 

final letter provides characterization (whether an organic vehicle, containerizeable, or 

some other descriptor) (Department of Defense, n.d.). 

Level 4 details by type of equipment. Each cargo ULN and CIN is described by 

total square feet or other dimensions. The method of packaging is listed (such as pallets, 

vehicles, or TEUs). Other information is also provided including the number of 

individual packaging units and the number of items in the packaging. This is the level of 

detail desired by the detailed planners who expect to execute an established plan. 

Level 5 provides detail by priority of shipment level. This level provides further 

passenger detail by attaching their service specialty code. In addition, all RLNs are 

assigned a priority of shipment. 

Finally, Level 6, the manifest level, provides the most detailed information and is 

required prior to an actual deployment. Level 6 lists passengers by name and SSN for US 

military and by country national identification number for coalition forces. ULN cargo 

and CIN are listed by Transportation Control Number (TCN). CINs include bar code 

identification where each individually packaged item is listed on a separate line 

(Department of Defense, 2001). 

For planners working at the Level 1 detail, the TPFDD lists items by RLNs which 

may contain multiple quantities of a given item. An RLN may be composed of one or 

more pallets of material, one or more items of rolling stock or one or more personnel. In 
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addition to time constraints, each RLN has other constraints such as size and weight 

restrictions. All passengers (pax) must be assigned to aircraft. Non-air-transportable cargo 

(due to their large size, weight or hazardous nature) are restricted to ship transport. These 

are the only details provided at this TPFDD level. “Quick look models” (William Key, 

personal communication, July 2002) are often used to assess Level 1 feasibility prior to 

the investment of more detailed modeling. 

At Level 2, some additional item vehicle constraint information is provided. 

However, the great majority of items are not explicitly restricted to a specific vehicle type 

and the most appropriate transport mode must be determined. Less powerful strategic 

mobility models do not have the ability to assign the mode of transportation for RLNs in 

an efficient manner; rather they require either the mode source as input or they assign the 

mode source in a myopic first feasible manner. After RLN mode selection is completed, 

items must be scheduled for transport by specific aircraft/ships at specific times and dates 

at specific Ports of Embarkation (POEs) where the RLNs are loaded. These POEs are not 

necessarily the origin location of the RLN. The aircraft/ship assignment directs the RLNs 

to a specific POD.  

1.1.1  Motivation 

Each operational scenario (mission) that requires the deployment of RLNs 

requires a separate organization of those RLNs into unique TPFDDs. The military 

partitions this planning process into five phases. Phases I and II are conceptual in nature 

and focus on initial feasibility and the assignment of specific military forces to each 

mission (TPFDD Levels 1 and 2). Phases III through V are more detailed; coordination 

and analysis is applied to every aspect of the deployment plan yielding a Level 4 TPFDD 

(Department of Defense, 2001). For many such TPFDDs, all RDDs cannot be fulfilled 
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with available air and sealift capabilities. Unsatisfied RDDs are caused either by 

insufficient lift assets or the inefficient use of those lift assets.  

1.1.1.1   Near Term Operations 

Phases III through V produce a detailed TPFDD by coordinating the specific 

deployed forces and the assets used. The forces must support the intent of the commander 

in executing the mission and the timing and location of the arriving forces must support 

the commander’s plan. This TPFDD yields a detailed executable schedule or it identifies 

bottlenecks that prevent such a schedule.  

When a TPFDD has entered Phase III, or when it is being reviewed, it is 

controlled by J3/4, Directorate for Operations and Logistics of a Joint Staff. The two 

models that are most often used by these J3/4 are Joint Flow and Analysis System for 

Transportation (JFAST) and Mobility Simulation Model (MobSim©). These models are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

1.1.1.2   Future Operations 

The military is constantly developing and acquiring new equipment, attempting to 

improve on force structure and developing new doctrine. Due to the evolutionary nature 

of the military, there is an ongoing need to assess the capabilities of possible future 

forces. This is part of Phase I and II of the planning process and is conducted by the J5, 

Directorate for Strategic Plans and Policy of a Joint Staff. Some force changes affect the 

lift assets, i.e., the transportation vehicles used to move RLNs; others affect the RLNs 

being deployed or the nature in which they are deployed. 

This type of analysis has a wide range of effects. The results could determine (1) 

what items proceed into a research and development phase of acquisition, (2) military 

funding levels received from Congress, (3) the development of doctrine or (4) the 
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capabilities to achieve military objectives. Future planning analysts use Global 

Deployment Analysis System (GDAS), Model for Intertheater Deployment by Air and 

Sea (MIDAS), JFAST and one of many quick look tools. These models are also discussed 

in detail in Chapter 2. 

1.1.1.3   Shortcomings of Current models 

All of the models currently in use by the U.S. Military for deployment analysis 

model mode selection to some extent, but none of them use advanced scheduling or 

assignment methods: each use relatively myopic greedy approaches with some using 

classical optimization techniques to establish limits on the problem.  

The Deployment Network Tool Extended (DANTE), Strategic Transportation 

Quick Look (STQL) and JFAST Link are quick analysis flow models which aggregate 

RLNs into large groupings. DANTE uses Linear Programming (LP) techniques to 

establish a lower bound on the force closure time. STQL aggregates all RLN tonnage and 

then uses mathematical formulas in MS Excel© to represent different RLN 

characteristics and measures air versus sea transportation asset tradeoffs. JFAST Link 

uses simple mathematical formulas based on great circle arc distances to calculate closure 

dates. 

1.1.2 Problem Statement 

For any SMMSP, we assume the following inputs are given in TPFDD (Level 3) 

format: 

• The numbers and types of aircrafts and ships allocated, their availability dates, 

capacities, speed, range and their locations at the start of the mission. 
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• For each RLN: its associated origin, POE, POD, destination, RLD, ALD, EAD, 

LAD, RDD, size specification (outsize, oversize, bulk, pax), hazardous 

characterization, priority and any grouping consideration. 

• For all ports allocated: geographical location, vehicle and service capacities (for 

fueling, parking, departures and arrivals and onload/offload capabilities. 

There are three versions of the SMMSP addressed in this research. The first 

version forces the solution to respect the POEs and PODs that are assigned to each RLN 

in the TPFFD. The second version allows the POEs and PODs to be reassigned, while 

preserving the mode of transport, subject to upper bounds on the travel distance from the 

initial assignments to the reassigned ports. The third version allows both port 

reassignments and transportation mode changes. 

The SMMSP objective in all three versions is to minimize the sum of (1) the 

number of ship trips plus (2) ten times the number of aircraft trips plus (3) the total LAD 

violations given by the sum of items lateness computed as item days late multiplied by 

item Stons. 

The SMMSP decision variables are: 

• The assignment of vehicle trips to POE-POD pairs and the specification of 

when each assigned vehicle trip departs the POE (all versions). 

• The assignment of each RLN to a vehicle trip (all versions) 

• The assignment of POEs and PODs for all RLNs (versions 2 and 3). 

• The SMMSP constraints are: 

o No RLN may depart its POE earlier than its ALD nor arrive to its POD 

earlier than its EAD (all versions). 

o All RLNs must be transported once and only once 
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o No vehicle may be loaded prior to its arrival at a POE and no vehicle may be 

loaded beyond its capacity (all versions). 

o Each vehicle type has a specific number of vehicles allocated to the mission. 

No solution may use more than the number of vehicles allocated (all 

versions). 

o Reassignment of POEs and PODs must maintain the transportation mode 

stipulated in the TPFFD. (version 2)  

o Reassignment of POEs and PODs must respect travel distance limitations 

between the initial port assignment and the reassigned port. ( versions 2 and 

3) 

The SMMSP is a new problem that has not previously been attacked in the 

published archival literature. From the above description, it may be seen that the SMMSP 

is a complex variant of a well known NP-hard problem, the pickup and delivery problem 

with time windows. Its difficulty is further exacerbated by the fact that each time vehicles 

are loaded for vehicle trips, a variant of the bin packing problem, another NP-hard 

problem must be addressed. In versions 2 and 3 of the SMMSP, despite TPFFD 

specifications, the decision maker may dictate, from a finite set, the location from which 

an RLN will be picked up and to which an RLN will be delivered. In version 3 of the 

SMMSP, the decision maker can place an RLN on a faster or slower mode of transport 

(ignoring the travel duration of any single RLN) in the pursuit of a solution with a better 

overall objective function. 

Conversations with subject matter experts (LTC Seise, William Key, Carroll 

Keyfauver and LTC Sees, personal communications, March 2002 – June 2004) all reveal 

that the TPFDD data element “Priority” is not used discriminately. In essence all items 

are given a priority of 1. Their experience is that commanders will not indicate a 
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preference for one item’s delivery importance over another and that the RDD has become 

the priority determination. Yet, one RLN (say a person - PIN) weighing 350 lbs being 

one day late is not equivalent to another RLN (say a CIN) weighing 13 Stons being one 

day late. There was a general agreement that a simple yet representative method of 

calculating lateness is to multiply Stons by days late. In addition, the relatively few 

number of aircraft and their significantly higher cost per trip compared to ships must be 

considered. There was a general agreement that Equation 1.1 was a reasonable and 

supportable simplified cost equation for this problem. 

 
( ) ( ) 10*  *

Vehs RLN
Ship trips Aircraft trips Late Ston+ +∑ ∑

                         (1.1) 

 

For example, suppose that were 10 aircraft trips, 10 ship trips and 3 RLNs of 50 

Stons that were each 5 days late. The total cost would sum to 560 units. 

The RLDs are hard constraints. The ALDs are determined based on the RLDs, but 

may change if the POE is changed for a particular RLN. The same relationship holds for 

the RDDs and LADs. The LADs are determined based solely on the RDDs and may 

change if the POD is changed. Since the destination and origin are sometimes the same 

location, the LADs are used in preference to the RDDs. If all LADs are met, then the 

following computation is performed: 

 
( ) 10*  Ship trips Aircraft trips+∑                                        (1.2) 

 

For 10 aircraft trips and 10 ship trips, the total cost is 110. 
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1.2 A SMALL EXAMPLE SMMSP 

Seventeen RLNs are shown in Table 1-1 below in a small example of the SMMSP 

associated with a contingency deployment to Tunisia. The data was extracted from a 

TPFDD with only pertinent data retained. 
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Table 1-1. SMMSP Example 
RLN Description Per Bulk Over Out Orig RLD POE ALD POD EA LAD M Dest RD

00AJ STINGER MISSILES 0 168 0 0 HCTL 0 QKJA 12 JEAH 12 25 A JEAH 25
00BE AVN MAINT CO, 150 210 3282 0 HDBL 0 CYW 13 JEAH 13 18 P JEAH 18
00BKB MIB, CEWI ABN CORPS 6 181 0 0 LEXG 6 LEXG 15 JEAH 28 32 A JEAH 32
00BKD MIB, CEWI ABN CORPS 415 302 0 0 LEXG 6 LEXG 15 MQN 27 31 A MQN 31
00DDA HQS  HQS CO, SPT BN, 95 0 0 191 HCTL 8 TMK 18 JEAH 24 26 A JEAH 26
00FTC FWD COMM CO ABN 0 341 108 0 HCTL 0 ZBES 18 FTZH 24 28 S FTZH 28
00GDC AR CO AR BN ABN 0 0 0 191 HCTL 0 ZBES 12 FTZH 12 22 S FTZH 22
00JCC AR CO AR BN ABN 20 0 0 191 HCTL 0 TMK 12 JEAH 12 22 A JEAH 22
00KB HHC, MED HEL BN CH 68 80 1490 160 HFTZ 0 UHG 0 JEAH 0 9999 A JEAH 0
00KCC HHD AIR TRAFFIC 0 100 829 1480 HFTZ 0 LCM 0 FTZH 0 9999 S FTZH 0
01AAC CORPS FINANCE 0 80 160 0 HCTL 6 ZBES 18 FTZH 24 26 P FTZH 26
02CB MICOM RESUPPLY 0 0 1728 0 CWF 15 XQD 16 JEAH 16 20 A JEAH 20
05AAF HHC, ABN SF GROUP 132 712 274 274 HDBL 13 CYW 13 JEAH 13 14 A JEAH 14
05AAL 2/160TH SOAR ABN 2 40 273 395 206 CYW 0 CYW 0 JEAH 100 100 A JEAH 100
05BB SOF CMDR USAF 44 20 0 0 FTEV 0 FTEV 0 FUQ 1 1 A FUQN 1
05BC SOF 04 HC130 48 460 0 0 FUQN 0 FUQ 0 FUQ 1 1 X FUQN 1
05BD SOF 04 MC130E 8 SOS 83 206 159 0 FTEV 0 FTEV 0 FUQ 1 1 A FUQN 1
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Most of columns of data are self explanatory with the exception of column “M”. 

The “M” column indicates mode used to move the item from the POE to the POD. If the 

column contains an “X” the item will not be moved. A “P” indicates optional mode, “S” 

indicates sea mode and “A” indicates air mode of transport. 

The first RLN, 00AJ, is designated to be transported by air and weighs 168 Stons. 

Since most aircraft are limited to between 50 and 92 Stons, this RLN alone will take at 

least 2 aircraft to transport. Ships on the other hand can haul well over 25,000 Stons, but 

take at least 2 weeks to travel from CONUS to Tunisia. This RLN must get to its 

destination by day 25 (RDD) and cannot depart the POE before day 12 (ALD) - the 

destination JEAH is in Jerba-zarzis, Tunisia. If this item went by ship, it would arrive 

late. 

Several of the listed RLNs have personnel as part of the shipment. These RLNs 

must travel by air according to DOD established guidelines. Table 1-2 details those RLNs 

that include personnel (which restricts them to aircraft with pressurized cabins).  
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Table 1-2. Pressurized Air Transport 
RLN Description Per Bulk Over Out Orig RLD POE ALD POD EAD LAD M Dest RDD

00BE AVN MAINT CO, 150 210 3282 0 HDBL 0 CYWF 13 JEAH 13 18 P JEAH 18
00BKB MIB, CEWI ABN 6 181 0 0 LEXG 6 LEXG 15 JEAH 28 32 A JEAH 32
00BKD MIB, CEWI ABN 415 302 0 0 LEXG 6 LEXG 15 MQNA 27 31 A MQNA 31
00DD HQS  HQS CO, 95 0 0 191 HCTL 8 TMKH 18 JEAH 24 26 A JEAH 26
00JCC AR CO AR BN 20 0 0 191 HCTL 0 TMKH 12 JEAH 12 22 A JEAH 22
00KB HHC, MED HEL 68 80 1490 160 HFTZ 0 UHGN 0 JEAH 0 9999 A JEAH 0
05AAF HHC, ABN SF 132 712 274 274 HDBL 13 CYWF 13 JEAH 13 14 A JEAH 14
05AAL 2/160TH SOAR 40 273 395 206 CYWF 0 CYWF 0 JEAH 100 100 A JEAH 100
05BB SOF CMDR 44 20 0 0 FTEV 0 FTEV 0 FUQN 1 1 A FUQN 1
05BC SOF 04 HC130 48 460 0 0 FUQN 0 FUQN 0 FUQN 1 1 X FUQN 1
05BD SOF 04 MC130E 8 83 206 159 0 FTEV 0 FTEV 0 FUQN 1 1 A FUQN 1
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RLN 05BC has mode “X” indicating that it will not be moved by any means. It 

already resides at its destination.  

Reviewing the remaining eleven RLNs traveling on pressurized aircraft, they 

depart from six different POEs and arrive at 3 PODs. Table 1-3 below shows a possible 

air schedule for these items. 

Table 1-3. Passenger Schedule 

The first POE, CYWF (Fort Campbell, KY), combines three RLNs to all depart 

on day 13. They fly to POD JEAH, arriving on day 14. This movement used 62 aircraft to 

move 5,690 Stons of cargo and personnel. 

The second POE, FTEV (Hurlbert Field, FL), combines two RLNs departing on 

day 0. They fly to POD FUQN (Thyna-el Maou, Tunisia) arriving on day 1. This 

movement used five aircraft to move 410 Stons. 

The third POE, LEXG (Hunter AFB, GA) sent an RLN each on day 15 arriving 

on day 16 to two different PODs. To do this it sent the first RLN to JEAH using 2 aircraft 

POE : CYWF 
departure day: 13   POD: JEAH   arrival day: 14   STon: 5690   Veh: 62 
 ULN: 0 is : 00BE    Unit           Stons: 3522 
 ULN: 1 is : 05AAF   Unit           Stons: 1286 
 ULN: 2 is : 05AAL   Unit           Stons: 882 
POE : FTEV 
departure day: 0   POD: FUQN   arrival day: 1   STon: 410   Veh: 5 
 ULN: 0 is : 05BB    Unit           Stons: 29 
 ULN: 1 is : 05BD    Unit           Stons: 382 
POE : LEXG 
departure day: 15   POD: JEAH   arrival day: 16   STon: 182   Veh: 2 
 ULN: 0 is : 05BKB    Unit           Stons: 182 
departure day: 15   POD: MQNA   arrival day: 16   STon: 385   Veh: 5 
 ULN: 0 is : 05BKD   Unit           Stons: 385 
POE : TMKH 
departure day: 18   POD: JEAH   arrival day: 19   STon: 405   Veh: 5 
 ULN: 0 is : 00DDA    Unit           Stons: 210 
 ULN: 1 is : 0)JCC    Unit           Stons: 195 
POE : UHGN 
departure day: 0   POD: JEAH   arrival day: 1   STon: 1744   Veh: 19 
 ULN: 0 is : 00KB    Unit           Stons: 1744
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to transport 182 Stons. The second mission used five aircraft to transport 385 Stons to 

MQNA (Lajes, Portugal). 

The fourth POE, TMKH (Pope AFB, NC) combined two RLNs departing on day 

18. They flew to JEAH, arriving on day 19. This mission used five aircraft to move 405 

Stons. 

The last POE, UHGN (Robert Gray Airfield, TX) sent an RLN to JEAH departing 

on day 0. This mission used nineteen aircraft to transport 1,744 Stons. 

Using Tables 2 and 3 and looking at the time windows of each of the RLNs, we 

can determine that all RLN depart their POE on or after their ALD and arrive at their 

POD on or prior to their LAD. No RLN is late. If there are enough available aircraft to 

support this plan, this is a valid schedule for the RLNs traveling on pressurized aircraft. 

The RLNs traveling on non-pressurized aircraft and on ships must still be scheduled. 

Table 1-4 below shows the items yet to be scheduled. 
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Table 1-4. RLNs currently unscheduled 
RLN Description Per Bulk Over Out Orig RLD POE ALD POD EAD LAD M Dest RDD

00AJ STINGER 0 168 0 0 HCTL 0 QKJA 12 JEAH 12 25 A JEAH 25
00FTC FWD COMM CO 0 341 108 0 HCTL 0 ZBES 18 FTZH 24 28 S FTZH 28
00GD AR CO AR BN 0 0 0 191 HCTL 0 ZBES 12 FTZH 12 22 S FTZH 22
00KC HHD AIR TRAFFIC 0 100 829 1480 HFTZ 0 LCMT 0 FTZH 0 9999 S FTZH 0
01AA CORPS FINANCE 0 80 160 0 HCTL 6 ZBES 18 FTZH 24 26 P FTZH 26
02CB MICOM 0 0 1728 0 CWFA 15 XQDT 16 JEAH 16 20 A JEAH 20
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Of the remaining six items, two are scheduled for air, two for sea and two have 

optional modes (RLN 00GDC and 01AAC). These RLNs are traveling from POE ZBES 

to POD FTZH. Both of these ports are sea ports. At this time, since the ports are sea 

ports, their mode is changed to “S” and the pre-determined POE and POD are retained. 

Different models address this issue differently as will be explained in subsequent 

chapters. 

Table 1-5 below depicts the remaining air cargo transport where Table 6 shows 

the sea schedule. 

Table 1-5. Cargo Schedule 

Of the two RLNs in Table 4, only one qualified as strategic transport. RLN 

02CB’s current location of CWFA is in Italy. Only RLN 00AJ was located in CONUS. 

This RLN was scheduled out of POE QKJA (Miramar NAS, CA) departing on day 12, 

arriving on day 13 using three aircraft. Cargo aircraft can only lift about 65 Stons. So, 

168 Stons required three aircraft to carry the RLN. 

Table 1-6. Sea Schedule 

The remaining four RLNs depart from two different POEs – ZBES (Wilmington, 

NC) and LCMT (Houston, TX). Two departures are scheduled from ZBES. The first 

departure leaves on day 1 sailing with only one RLN of 191 Stons. As ships can carry 

POE : QKJA 
departure day: 12   POD: JEAH   arrival day: 13  STon: 168   Veh: 3 
 ULN: 0 is : 00AJ    Unit           Stons: 168 

POE : ZBES 
departure day: 13   POD: FTZH   arrival day: 27  STon: 191   Veh: 1 
 ULN: 0 is : 00GDC    Unit           Stons: 191 
departure day: 25   POD: FTZH   arrival day: 39  STon: 689   Veh: 1 
 ULN: 0 is : 00FTC    Unit           Stons: 449 
 ULN: 0 is : 01AAC    Unit           Stons: 240 
POE : LCMT 
departure day: 1   POD: FTZH   arrival day: 15   STon: 2409   Veh: 1 
 ULN: 0 is : 00KCC    Unit           Stons: 2409 
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well over 25,000 Stons, this ship is trivially under loaded. The second departure is on day 

25 with two RLNs (OOFTC and 01AAC). This ship, carrying 689 Stons, is also trivially 

loaded. Even if these two scheduled departures were combined to one single departure, 

the ships would be trivially loaded. Delaying RLN 00GDC would not reduce ship usage 

and only make it arrive later. It is already arriving on day 27 which is 5 days beyond its 

LAD of 22. The last scheduled ship departs LCMT on day 13 with one RLN of 2,409 

Stons – another trivial load. Using the time stamps from Table 4 and the schedule in 

Table 6, we see that all RLNs traveling by sea arrive late (at their POD after their LAD). 

This example uses only seventeen RLNs. Each of these RLNs were unit records 

(ULNs). A typical TPFDD has over 4,000 RLNs including ULNs, CINs and PINs. In this 

example, some RLNs arrived on time and some were late. The JFAST scheduling 

technique was used (detailed in later chapters). No heuristic was used to improve the 

scheduling solution by re-arranging RLNs within their assigned POEs or PODs, nor by 

moving them to another POE or POD nor were possible mode changes used. These three 

techniques will be detailed in Chapter 3 and applied in this research to improve the 

movement plan. 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The primary objectives of this research were to: 

• Properly model the SMMSP objective function, minimize LAD violations and 

resource usage. 

• Develop methods for producing a “suite” of excellent solutions to any instance 

of the SMMSP. 

• Produce a model for the SMMSP that allows reusability of the model within the 

various SMMS models used by DOD. 
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• Conduct a comparison of the SMMS methods developed in this research to 

existing strategic mobility methods. 

Objectives 1 and 2 were accomplished by using an Adaptive Tabu Search (ATS) 

approach. In both objectives, a move consists of one or more RLNs being reallocated 

(according to an adaptive neighborhood schema) from one transportation asset to another. 

To address objective 3, the model was designed using Java.  

Finally, objective 4 was achieved by comparing and contrasting results of 

alternate SMMSs with the Tunisia model using JFAST and the model developed in this 

research. The number of aircraft used by type, LAD objective, number of transportation 

assets and trip legs and RLN arrival times by priority will be analyzed. 

Chapter 2 provides a review of recent work on the pickup and delivery problem 

with time windows and presents and compares several relevant strategic mobility models. 

In addition an overview of TS and military applications using TS are presented. Chapter 

3 describes the modeling approach used in the comparison models, presents a small 

example of a SMMSP and lays out the ATS approach to scheduling and assigning within 

the SMMSP. The results of the SMMSP and comparisons to other models are presented 

in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the research conclusions and proposes additional areas 

of investigation. 
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Chapter 2: Strategic Mobility Literature Review & an Overview of TS 
Related to the SMMSP 

This chapter considers three topics beginning with a literature review of current 

relevant articles on the pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW). The 

second, strategic mobility and associated literature, is largely limited to military 

documents and publications. Although much of the information in this area is available 

only from the users and programmers of the specific models, there have been three 

reviews of significance which are also addressed. Finally, the three aspects of TS most 

relevant to this research are discussed. 

2.1 A REVIEW OF RECENT RESEARCH ON THE PICKUP AND DELIVERY PROBLEM 
WITH TIME WINDOWS 

2.1.1 Pickup and Delivery Problem with Time Windows: A Survey 

In 1998, Mitrovic-Minic conducted a review of PDPTWs and the methods being 

used to solve them. In this article, he state that the PDPTW “is a generalization of the 

vehicle routing problem (VRP), which is a generalization of the traveling salesman 

problem (TSP), the well-known hard combinatorial optimization problem” (Mitrovic-

Minic, 1998, p. 3) and conclude that the “PDPTW is an NP-hard problem” (Mitrovic-

Minic, 1998, p. 6). The associated mathematical programming formulation is a non-linear 

integer programming problem. The objective functions are commonly written as linear 

combinations of costs as seen in the subsequently presented research and in Mitrovic-

Minics presentation of the mathematical programming formulation. 

The spectrum of approaches to this body of research presented in Mitrovic-

Minic’s article includes dynamic programming, benders decomposition, local search, 

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, neural networks, tabu threshold and simulated annealing. 
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Since this article was written prior to the application of TS to the PDPTW, no mention of 

TS approaches is included in this article. The optimization techniques reviewed by 

Mitrovic-Minic have not shown promise with problems of more than 50 customers. 

Mitrovic-Minic concludes by stating that the use of heuristic techniques appear 

promising, but state an inability to compare these results in the literature with those 

obtained by the aforementioned optimization techniques. 

PDP standard nomenclature and definitions which will be useful in understanding 

the paragraphs that follow are: 

• Static PDP: all information is known. 

• Dynamic PDP: not all the information is known at the start of the problem. 

• Trip: journey between one pickup location and a delivery location 

• Soft TW (STW): penalizes time window violations. 

• Customer: the item being picked up. 

• Load: measurement of customer being picked up. 

• Time windows (TW): limits pickup and delivery to specified time windows 

enforcing precedence constraints – assumed to be hard unless otherwise stated. 

• Homogeneous vehicles (HV): delivery vehicles all have the same capabilities. 

• Non-homogeneous vehicles (ĤV): delivery vehicles have different capabilities.  

• Capacity (C): limits the amount of loads a vehicle can pickup. 

• Soft Capacity (SC): penalizes capacity limits. 

• Single depot (SD): single origin location of vehicles. 

• Multiple depots (MD): multiple depart and/or return vehicle locations. 

• Pickup location: location where customer is picked up. 

• Delivery location: location where customer is dropped off. 
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The SMMSP is a PDPTW using both HTW and STW, MD, C, MĤV with an 

imbedded partitioning, scheduling and assigning problem and packing problem. This 

implies that the SMMSP is an NP-hard problem. 

2.1.2 An Exact Algorithm for the MVPDP 

Lu and Dessouky (2004) demonstrated a mixed integer linear programming 

(MILP) formulation for the MĤV PDP with STW and SC using problems of up to five 

vehicles and 25 customers. In their research they discuss the difficulty of solving this 

class of NP hard problems and the added difficulty of problems with hard time windows 

and problems where the customers exceed 55. Their branch and cut algorithm uses their 

MILP formulation to find optimal solutions for the MĤV PDP. The results for both 

paired and unpaired pickup and delivery locations demonstrate the ability of this 

technique to solve small problems in less than three hours. 

2.1.3 Solving the PDPTW using Reactive Tabu Search (RTS) 

The first application of RTS to the PDPTW was demonstrated by Nanry and 

Barnes in 2000 (Nanry & Barnes, 2000). Their research looks at several instances of SD 

HV problems. In this research they pair the pickup and delivery locations ensuring these 

paired locations are serviced by the same vehicle. All parameters of these problems are 

known with certainty. In their research Nanry and Barnes apply a penalty for time 

window and load violations. Their results with 25, 50 and 100 customer problems 

demonstrate the dramatic capabilities of RTS-PDPTW to the SD HV problem sets using 

the single paired insertion neighborhood search scheme. 

2.1.4 PDP with TW: Algorithms and Test Case Generation 

Lau and Liang’s (2001) work takes that of Nanry and Barnes (2000) a step further 

and demonstrates that the loading of each pickup and delivery pair from the examples 
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used in this new research are optimal solutions for the corresponding PDPTW test cases. 

They use a two phased method which makes an initial solution using a partitioned 

insertion heuristic which combines a sweep and an insertion heuristic. The second phase 

of this research adapts all three neighborhood move techniques used by Nanry in a TS 

application. Lau and Liang ensure traceability to optimal solutions in the VRPTW by 

effectively reducing the difference of these problems, the varying capacity concerns of a 

PDP. They calculate the maximum capacity at any one time over all routes and set that as 

the maximum load over all routes. The results of this research demonstrate the ability of 

TS to obtain near optimal solutions to a set of proven VRPTW problems. 

2.1.5 A TS heuristic for the PDPTW and a fixed size fleet 

Malca and Semet (2003) use TS in a static PDP where penalties are applied to 

their soft constraints of time, capacities and assignments. Their hierarchical problem first 

assigns packages to routes and then attempts to minimize the route costs. Their objective 

function uses a linear combination of route costs and multiplicative violation penalties. 

Their methodology performs quickly on relatively small problems of 100 customers and 

10 vehicles although no comparison to the quality of the results are provided. 

2.1.6 Ship scheduling with STW: An optimisation based approach 

The first research of the MVPDPSTW specifically addressing ship scheduling 

was presented by Fagerholt (2001). In this research he addresses a relatively small 

problem with no more than 35 customers over a three week shipping window in a 

geographically small region (Northern Europe). Fagerholt uses a set partitioning 

formulation and solves the capacitated TSP STW with precedence constraints in solving 

this problem. To do so, he generates all promising candidate schedules and their 

associated costs prior to using the set partitioning approach. He concludes that this 
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method is impractical for large problems “where the number of feasible schedules is too 

high to enumerate them all” (Fagerholt, 2001, p. 570). 

Traditional mathematical programming and optimization techniques are limited to 

very small problem sizes whereas heuristic approaches have shown recent promise in 

larger scale problems. The recent work with TS such as Nanry and Barnes’ (2000) are 

strong predecessors indicating that a similar approach could attach the SMMSP. 

2.2 STRATEGIC MOBILITY LITERATURE REVIEW 

 As discussed below, strategic mobility models are concerned with the transport 

of RLNs from specific CONUS locations, departing within designated time windows, to 

specific OCONUS locations, arriving within a designated time windows. Chief among 

the many constraints on the solution to this difficult problem are the limited quantity of 

available aircraft and the time constraints on movement. Due to the structures of the 

military planning and modeling communities, competing model characteristics and 

capabilities are compared using the following criteria: sponsoring organization, operating 

system, ease of use, interoperability with other models, input and output interfaces, 

ability to conduct mode selection, modeling spectrum, level of detail depicted in the 

model, ability to model a wide range of mission profiles and required solution times. 

Where appropriate, these criteria will be addressed in the following sections. 

2.2.1 High Level Strategic Mobility Models with No Mode Selection  

The aggregate models described in this section do not specify POEs or PODs. 

Instead, they use general characteristics such as “CONUS east coast” or “South West 

Asia.” Approximate distances are used and unit equipment and re-supplies are combined. 

Employed in early planning (Phases I and II) where specific unit and item detail are not 

required, these models are used to make macroscopic decisions and to gain a broad 
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understanding of time frames that will allow all items to achieve their RDD. If the results 

from these “quick look” tools indicate no possibility of such RDD satisfaction, further 

analysis of the current plan is terminated and a redesign of the plan must be achieved 

before proceeding to Phases III through V. 

2.2.1.1   Deployment Network Tool Extended (DANTE) 

Deployment Network Tool Extended (DANTE), a network flow model, was 

developed for the Transportation Engineering Agency of the Military Traffic 

Management Command (MTMCTEA) to perform quick bottleneck analysis of routes in a 

strategic deployment system. Since it is a flow model aggregating all RLNs into Stons 

rather than modeling individual TPFDD RLNs, DANTE is not widely used. It flows 

aggregated Stons through a predefined network of air, sea, rail, road and port assets to 

identify a lower bound on force closure and possible bottle necks in the network (Military 

Traffic Management Command Transportation Engineering Agency, n.d.; Melendez, 

2002).  

2.2.1.2   JFAST Link  

JFAST Link was formulated by the US Army War College (USAWC) as an 

adjunct to JFAST, providing deployment closure information for unit types that are not in 

the JFAST database. USAWC focuses solely on strategic issues involving forces many 

years in the future. The specifics of US and coalition forces are rarely presumed known. 

All personnel and equipment deploying by air are assumed to require 4 days to travel 

from POE to POD. Travel time for equipment traveling by sea is calculated by dividing 

Great Circle Arc (GCA) distance from POE to POD by 450 (miles per day) and adding 3 

days (for loading and unloading). Following some additional statistical modifications to 

both types of travel times, this very rough tool provides a distribution of arrivals 
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acceptable to subject matter experts. (Dennis Konkel, personal communication, October 

2003) 

2.2.1.3   Strategic Transportation Quick Look (STQL) 

Strategic Transportation Quick Look (STQL) was developed for J5, United States 

Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) for use in the early planning stages for 

quick feasibility and closure analysis. Like DANTE, this tool aggregates data at the 

brigade level using Stons as a unit of measurement. Enforcing appropriate constraints and 

capabilities, aggregated data is extrapolated and a flow model calculates a lower bound 

(best case) force closure. STQL is unique in its ability to vary the apportionment of airlift 

and sealift during different phasings of the deployment. (USTRANSCOM, 2003). 

This tool consists of several Excel spreadsheets and numerous macros. There are 

four main input screens: sealift fleet, airlift fleet, movement requirements and scenario. 

The data entered is Level 1/2. For sealift and airlift, only the number of vehicles by type 

are inputted. The model aggregates vehicle capacities and capabilities. The user is 

allowed to over-ride these factors or use the TRANSCOM defined attributes. Movement 

requirements are specified for combat brigade types (heavy, light, airborne…). All units 

being moved need to be defined in terms of these combat unit types, but combat support 

and service support units are calculated by multiplying the combat forces with a support 

ratio (1, 1.5 or 2). Replacement personnel and equipment are not tallied. Pre-set scenarios 

are South West Asia, North East Asia and Pacific Rim. Other scenario destinations can be 

added, distances to regions can be amended and APOD MOG/SPOD Berths can be 

changed.  

This tool is very user friendly. A click of a radio button changes the results 

display to show closure with airlift only, sealift only or a combination of assets. Another 

button click can change the results display to focus in on several different time windows. 
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Quick comparisons of feasibility with reduced lift assets is done by a drop down choice 

to change lift apportionment by sea and/or air at three different deployment time 

intervals. When studying lower bound feasibility, this tool can be adapted to a given 

scenario and lower bound closure results presented in minutes. This tool is used in CH 4 

of this dissertation. 

2.2.2 Level IV Strategic Mobility Models (With Mode Selection) 

2.2.2.1   Global Deployment Analysis System (GDAS) 

GDAS, a PC based high level architecture (HLA) compliant (has passed 

interoperability testing guidelines) model written in C/C++ running Microsoft Windows 

and Office, is government proprietary software used exclusively by the Center for Army 

Analysis (CAA), Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. Due to its exclusive use by CAA, there is little 

general information available about this model’s capabilities throughout DOD. GDAS is 

designed to be tailored to each scenario being analyzed. It provides extensive capabilities 

for analysis, but can require a significant amount of time and effort to tailor it to a 

specific model. 

GDAS inputs define the location of RLNs and their required destination along 

with many other limiting RLN criteria such as time constraints, weight and dimensions 

and transportation restrictions (e.g., hazardous cargo). Using these predefined constraints, 

GDAS performs both the assignment of RLNs to modes of transportation and schedules 

RLNs from origin to destination through POE and POD making it an end-to-end strategic 

mobility model.  

All GDAS data is table driven from a database at a user specified level of detail. 

These databases are Open Data Base Connectivity (ODBC) compliant. GDAS can 
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specify detail down to the “tail number” scheduling of all aircraft and tracking of 

individual RLNs which is needed to track individual items. 

In order to schedule transportation assets and assign cargo, GDAS accepts user 

stipulations and RDD requirements to assign priorities. GDAS uses a 4-phase recurrent 

process of assigning, scheduling, simulating and updating. In the planning stage, it 

establishes bounds on the shortest paths and assigns the modes of transportation for each 

cargo item. It then performs the scheduling phase and assigns the cargo to transportation 

vehicles using a rolling horizon. Once the schedule and assignments are complete, GDAS 

performs its deterministic “simulation” phase to determine the actual arrival, departure, 

loading, unloading and queuing events at each facility. It concludes by performing the 

update phase and creates the plans and schedules. 

GDAS allows ships to pickup and drop off cargo at multiple locations during one 

trip. The absence of this capability for aircraft makes GDAS modeling of Small Scale 

Contingencies (SSC) much less powerful since SSC aircraft may use multiple origins 

and/or destinations. This weakness forces each origin and destination pair to require a 

separate aircraft even if aircraft are underutilized.  

2.2.2.2   Joint Flow and Analysis System for Transportation (JFAST))  

Initially designed for USTRANSCOM, JFAST has more users than any other 

model and is the model of choice for the detailed planning community (Phase III through 

V). It is a PC Windows based model with reporting capabilities through Microsoft Office. 

JFAST’s relative popularity has caused USTRANSCOM to make several scenario 

libraries available through a remote server. This enhances the speed and ease of preparing 

modeling runs.  

JFAST is HLA compliant and can receive a TPFDD using Joint Operation 

Planning and Execution System (JOPES) B8 format files. (The term B8 comes from 
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original JOPES windows option B, sub option 8.) JFAST includes a TPFDD editor 

allowing quick modifications using predefined DOD units and equipment which 

enhances the capability to perform comparison analysis. Required pre-specification of 

transportation modes has lessened its broad acceptance. JFAST Version 8.0 was 

significantly updated in the summer of 2003 and can model end-to-end strategic mobility 

from the origin to the destination and perform greedy mode selection. The next 

anticipated update is pending expected changes in JOPES definitions. 

Common applications of JFAST do not use the mode selection feature. This 

feature is invoked only if the TPFDD specifically states no port or mode preference. In 

Phase III planning the modes and ports are usually stipulated. For RLNs with modes 

and/or ports unassigned, the model assigns all cargo with no mode preference to the 

nearest sea POE to the origin and nearest sea POD to the destination and personnel to 

similar air POEs and PODs. Because all RLNs are either assigned greedily by this mode 

selection process or by the unit commanders, JFAST solutions rarely compete with 

solutions from the other three strategic modeling methods. 

JFAST provides two different detail levels of model analysis. The most 

aggregated level (Airflow Estimator) is an Ston flow model aggregating transportation 

asset capabilities similar to the models in the previous section yet using Level 3 data. The 

other two options model Level 4 detail. Quick Scheduler does not consider en-route stops 

while Full Scheduler does. In addition, Full Scheduler tracks individual aircraft rather 

than aggregating aircraft transportation capabilities for each POE/day into one 

movement. Even when using Full Scheduler, JFAST cannot schedule multiple pickup or 

drop off locations for an individual aircraft transportation leg. JFAST can be tailored for 

multiple pickups for ships, but not multiple drop offs. JFAST prioritizes based on the 

Required Delivery Date (RDD). Four time constraints are considered: Ready to Load 
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Date (RLD) at the origin and Available Load Date (ALD) at the POE (RLD-ALD 

window) and the Earliest Arrival Date (EAD) and Latest Arrival Date (LAD) at the POD 

(EAD-LAD window). JFAST attempts to minimize overall lateness consistent with the 

commanders’ plans and does not change TPFDD ULNs commander assigned POEs or 

PODs. JFAST creates schedules using simple greedy heuristics based on availability of 

RLNs and their EAD-LAD time window. Vehicles are also greedily assigned to ports. 

The location that possesses the TPFDD ULN with the earliest RDD is assigned the next 

vehicle. Issues such as amount of items at other locations or the possibility of skipping 

one ULN in favor of delivering more ULNs are ignored. 

2.2.2.3   Model for Intertheater Deployment By Air and Sea (MIDAS)  

Like GDAS, MIDAS is used solely for planning Phases I and II. Its proponent is 

the J5 section of USTRANSCOM and it is the only strategic mobility model used by 

DOD that was designed to run on a UNIX operating system. The model has the capability 

to run on a PC, but all input and output files must be viewed and edited as flat (2 

dimensional) files. All other strategic mobility models provide graphical user interface 

(GUI) data entry and editing in the PC environment. Such capability is available in 

MIDAS only under the HLA provided by the companion software package, Analysis of 

Mobility Platform (AMP). AMP operates only on a UNIX platform which prevents many 

planners from using MIDAS since they are only PC literate. In addition, the intense 

complexity of the model presents a significant roadblock for many planners who have 

little experience and education in modeling. Ongoing improvement and development 

efforts of AMP address this issue and the release of a PC version is on the horizon.  

The AMP interface allows MIDAS to interface with many other models. By itself, 

MIDAS lacks key aspects that are found in the other models such as a TPFDD editor and 

a detailed ground transportation modeler. Editing flat TPFDD files (often more than 
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80,000 characters of data) is error prone, cumbersome and time consuming. MIDAS’ 

capability to model ground transportation assets cannot explicitly deal with road, rail or 

canal routes.  

MIDAS’s mode selection first assigns all cargo (except non-air transportable 

materiel) to the fastest mode, aircraft, which establishes the Airlift Delivery Dates 

(ADD). If available aircraft can feasibly transport all RLNs, only aircraft are used. If 

available aircraft cannot feasibly transport all RLNs, all RLNs that can meet their RDD 

when moved by ship (Ship-RDD RLNs) are identified and MIDAS begins to assign such 

Ship-RDD RLNs to ships. MIDAS stops assigning Ship-RDD RLNs to ships when either 

the available aircraft are sufficient for the remaining air assigned RLNs or when all Ship-

RDD RLNs are assigned to ships. Materiel that will miss delivery requirements 

regardless of travel mode remain assigned to aircraft. 

MIDAS can produce schedules with individual aircraft tail numbers and can track 

RLN Level 6 detail. However, each aircraft is limited to one POE and one POD. Military 

ships can have multi-port pickup but are also limited to one POD. Commercial ships used 

are prescheduled along designated routes with predetermined port stops and, by 

definition, can have multiple pickup and drop off locations (Voluntary International 

Sealift Agreement [VISA]). 

Once transportation modes are determined and the POE established, the 

scheduling of RLNs to specific POE craft is similar for both airports and seaports. Given 

available vehicles, each RLN is tracked by its RDD. All items with the same RDD are 

assessed and, by a priority list, are greedily assigned to a specific craft. Once a specific 

craft cannot accept the next list item, it is scheduled for departure. List items are not 

skipped to allow smaller items to be loaded on a craft that is not completely full. This 

greedy method is very inefficient and costly resulting in the maximum number of aircraft 
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available to be used to their fullest extent. Aircraft costs per STON transported greatly 

exceed that of ships. A more robust model would attempt to maximize use of sealift 

within time windows constraints as well as maximizing use of vehicle carrying 

capacities. 

MIDAS assignments are very similar to JFAST. The RLD-ALD and the EAD-

RDD time windows are enforced and the TPFDD RLNs prioritization is based on the 

RDD. MIDAS’ greater flexibility allows an item (in RDD order) to be skipped when it is 

too large to fit on the vehicle and other smaller items are available, a rudimentary strategy 

to maximize vehicle use. 

2.2.2.4   Mobility Simulation Model (MobSim©)  

MobSim©, proprietary software with no government sponsor, is challenging and 

expensive to acquire. However, its Windows platform makes MobSim extremely 

portable, adaptable and easy to use. Users include civilian corporations, the US and 

foreign countries. As a Defense Information Infrastructure (DII) Common Operating 

Environment (COE) compliant (standards set by DOD for electronic interactive systems) 

system, it can export and import directly from the common JOPES B8 TPFDD format 

files. MobSim© is an end-to-end strategic mobility model that consists of a simulation 

tool that models multiple modes of transportation including airlift, sealift, rail and truck 

operations and any combination of those modes. Its airlift representation is the most 

detailed with complete tracking every line item and passenger.  

MobSim© can represent RLNs down to Level 6 detail. MobSim© can model 

POEs/PODs detailing characteristics such as parking, cargo or pax throughput, fuel 

outtake per day, daily operating hours, arrivals per day and inter-arrival time. A unique 

MobSim capability is to ability to model up to four intermediate stops. However, since 

multiple pickups and drop offs are not allowed small scale mission planning is weakened. 
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MobSim© reports the first feasible solution found unless instructed to report a 

global optimal solution. If a global optimum is required, MobSim© attempts to secure it 

through exhaustive search (Executive Summary, 2002). Although a feasible solution can 

be reported in minutes, an excellent solution will usually not be found in an acceptable 

amount of time.  

2.2.3 Strategic Mobility Models Comparison 

The four detailed strategic mobility models in use today have a wide range of user 

support from several different agencies within DOD. Each has unique strengths and 

weaknesses. With the constant development and interfacing of these models, many 

weaknesses are being corrected, leading to more overlap among the models. For example, 

when MIDAS is interfaced with AMP the interaction becomes so significant that when 

measuring the capabilities of MIDAS, one must also consider all of the advanced AMP 

components within the AMP HLA to truly represent the analysis that is performed using 

MIDAS (and the suite of other AMP interfaced models). 

Table 2-1 shows a brief comparison of these four models. While there are 

numerous aspects that could be compared, these were chosen based on the volume of 

interest by the user communities. When interviewed regarding what the users liked about 

their model of choice and why they were not using one of the other three models, the 

categories in Table 1 were repeated consistently (personal communications with: Brian 

Jones, 2002; William Key, 2002; Carol Keyfauver, 2002; John Hoover, 2002; Jim Rivera, 

2002; John Sees, 2002; Steve Young, 2002). The chief complaints from the planning 

community were directed at ease of use. These users are often military personnel with 

little experience with modeling. Any system they use must be transportable, operate on a 

laptop with a Microsoft Windows operating environment and be simple to learn. Only 
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JFAST and MobSim© meet these criteria. Since MobSim© is not a government owned 

system, JFAST is the model of choice for most strategic mobility analysts. 

GDAS has more user preferred capabilities than other models but requires 

significantly longer set up times. Time sensitive environments, like mission planning, 

discourage GDAS use. 

MobSim© and MIDAS have different modeling capabilities and perform different 

types of analysis. MobSim© is costly, not widely available and reports initial feasible 

solutions. MIDAS’ interface with AMP restricts it to the UNIX environment and its mode 

selection feature uses the first (greedy) feasible solution. 
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Table 2-1. Strategic Mobility Model Comparison 

 GDAS JFAST MIDAS 
/AMP MobSim 

Operating Platform PC PC Unix PC 
Stand Alone Model (Origin to 
Destination) X X X X 

Mode and Port Selection X X X  
Tail Number Aircraft Scheduling X X X X 
Line Item Number Tracking X X X X 
HLA Interface X X X X 
Multiple Pickup Locations by Mode A & S S  A & S 
Multiple Drop Off Locations by Mode A & S S S A & S 

Cargo Delivery Time Constraints Used 

RLD, 
EAD, 
RDD, 
LAD 

RLD, 
EAD, 
RDD, 
LAD 

EAD, 
RDD RDD, LAD 

Government owned software X X X NO 
Avg. Model Set Up Time (large 
problem) 85,000 TPFDD records  30 days 7 days 14 days 14 days 

Avg. Model Run Time (large problem) 
85,000 TPFDD records  4 hours 2 hours 2 hours 30 min 

Avg. Model Set Up Time (small 
problem) 45 TPFDD records 3 hours 10 min 15 min 15 min 

Avg. Model Run Time (small problem) 
45 TPFDD records 10 min 1 min 1 min 5 min 

Data Entry / Complexity of Use Hard Easy Hard Easy 

2.2.4 Model Reviews 

In support of a research project for the Logistics Directorate of the Joint Staff (JS-

J-4) RAND Corporation reviewed models and hosted a conference on strategic mobility 

modeling. (Schank, 1991) Of the models in their report, MIDAS is the only one in use 

then and still in use within the Department of Defense today. GDAS, in its initial stages 

of development, was mentioned briefly. In 1998 USTRANSCOM produced a decision 

report indicating their intended interest in developing and using JFAST as their primary 

strategic mobility model (USTRANSCOM/TCJ5, 1998). The last article of note 

discussing strategic mobility models is a review of models currently in use published in 

Mathematical Computer Modeling (McKinzie & Barnes, 2004). In synopsis of these 
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three reports, there remain several models in use by DOD. Although there is significant 

overlap in their capabilities and strong support from different agencies in using specific 

models for specific types of analysis, they all still use greedy approaches in achieving 

feasible solutions. 

2.3 TABU SEARCH (TS) 

Different aspects of Tabu Search (TS) are discussed below. After presenting an 

overview of TS, the last section describes different approaches using TS to solve military 

combinatorial optimization problems. 

2.3.1 Basic Tabu Search  

The origin and primary application of TS is in solving combinatorial optimization 

problems. The heart of TS is its ability to traverse infeasible regions of the solution space, 

visiting multiple local optima without becoming trapped in any subset of the solution 

space.  

Basic TS has two key elements: tabu attributes and short-term memory. The 

procedure guides the search process by recording attributes of recently visited solutions 

and forbidding moves that would return the search to recent solutions, i.e., declaring such 

moves to be tabu. This direct search methodology repeatedly chooses the best non-tabu 

move from a predefined neighborhood of solutions for a specified number of iterations. 

The presence of an aspiration criteria adds the “flexibility to choose good moves” even if 

they are tabu. (Glover, 1989, p. 195) The particular type of aspiration criteria can take 

many forms, but the most common is performance of a tabu move if it would result in an 

improvement to the global best solution. 

Short-term memory structures place a limit on the number of iterations that a 

move will remain tabu moves, the tabu tenure. Basic TS tabu tenures are static.  
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Basic TS can be enhanced through the use of intensification and diversification 

strategies. The intensification process uses aspects of good solutions to encourage the 

search in areas similar to those solutions. To ensure the process searches differing parts 

of the solution space, a diversification phase is employed. These phases are visited 

repeatedly allowing the search to thoroughly search an area before traversing to new 

areas. (Carlton & Barnes, 1996; Glover & Laguna, TS, 1993) 

2.3.2 Adaptive Tabu Search (ATS) 

Adaptive Tabu Search (ATS) uses a relatively simple dynamic short term memory 

structure. ATS defines a minimal, maximal and initial tabu tenure. While preventing 

violation of either limit, an improving move increments the tabu tenure and a non-

improving move decrements the tabu tenure. (Wiley, Barnes, Moore & Ryer, 2004) This 

simple enhancement to STS can result in marked improvements in efficiency and 

effectiveness. 

2.3.3 Reactive Tabu Search (RTS) 

Battitti and Tecchiolli (1994) introduced another dynamic short term memory 

structure. However instead of stipulating the frequency value which causes the tabu 

tenure to increase or decrease, reactive tabu search (RTS) learns the appropriate size of 

the tabu list. Each time a solution is encountered its number of visitations is recorded. 

When solutions are repeated frequently, the tabu tenure is increased rapidly. The tabu 

tenure is quickly decreased when solutions are not being frequently repeated.  

Battiti and Techiolli (1994) also implemented a diversification technique that is 

used when “there is evidence that the system is in a complex attractor of the search 

space.” Carlton and Barnes (1996) and Nanry and Barnes (2000) developed advanced 

applications of RTS.  
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2.3.4 Related TS Applications 

The models addressed below embody ATS within a group theoretic framework to 

represent the problem’s solution space. Like the problem addressed in this dissertation, 

all four of these problems are hard military combinatorial optimization problems. These 

models were built under the aegis of an ongoing Consortium with the University of 

Texas, the Air Force Institute of Technology, Air Mobility Command and the Air Force 

Office of Scientific Research to develop new methods for addressing complex military 

logistics problems. Because most logistic transportation problems are partitioning and/or 

ordering problems, a Group Theoretic Tabu Search (GTTS) approach was employed 

using the Symmetric Group on n-letters (Sn). These methods improve upon classical and 

greedy approaches by providing near optimal solutions in remarkably small amounts of 

time. 

2.3.4.1   Aerial Fleet Refueling Problem (AFRP)  

The AFRP is concerned with in flight refueling of a fleet of USAF aircraft. The 

model attacks a multicriteria set of goals including minimizing the number of tanker craft 

employed, minimizing overall fuel usage and miles flown and minimizing the number of 

aircraft late arrivals.  

This model dramatically reduces the planning time as well as the resources 

required to support a refueling operation. In a typical large scale deployment scenario, the 

AFRP methodology yields an ensemble of excellent solutions in about four hours. 

Previous methods required a team of analysts weeks or months to obtain a workable 

solution. This and subsequent research indicates that the GTTS approach is sufficiently 

robust to be applied to other partitioning and ordering applications. This model is 

currently in the possession of Air Mobility Command (AMC) XPY, Air Mobility 
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Command, US Transportation Command for evaluation (Wiley, 2001; Wiley, et al., 

2004). 

2.3.4.2   Aerial Fleet Crew Scheduling Problem (AFCSP)  

This model complements the AFRP model using GTTS. Where the AFRP model 

focused on the refueling aircraft, this model addresses the scheduling of the crews that 

operate those aircraft. The model has been compared with an integer program (IP) 

calculation of lower bounds with the results showing that the algorithm used significantly 

improves the solutions found from current methods in remarkable short periods of time.  

Using Sn, this research provides a natural partitioning of flights in a crew 

scheduling problem. Each flight is placed in one of the disjoint cycles representing a crew 

rotation. The disjoint cycles also represent a partial solution to the crew scheduling 

problem. This model uses a classical set partitioning model of these disjoint cycles, 

within a GTTS methodology, to improve the search process through vocabulary building 

(Combs, 2002). 

2.3.4.3   Theater Distribution Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problem (TDVRSP) 

This model is one of the new approaches using GTTS to model an aspect of 

strategic mobility. Once the cargo/PAX have arrived at the POD, they need to be moved 

to their destination within theater. During this phase there are many competing factors on 

the transportation lift assets – some of which are the use of those assets (including the 

road network) by the forces conducting the tactical operation. TDVRSP takes into 

account the installations, facilities, methods and procedures used to receive, store, 

maintain, distribute and control the flow of material within the theater while maintaining 

total asset visibility (TAV) and intransit visibility (ITV) of vehicle assets.  
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The approach TDVRSP used is a relatively new one. Rather than using the 

traditional generalized theater distribution methodology and flow networks, it uses a 

flexible GTTS framework. Using GTTS, the TDVRSP was able to use a much more 

efficient and effective solution methodology. Although the U.S. Air Force once deemed 

this problem too difficult for optimization methods, this new technique has shown that 

statement to be incorrect. TDVRSP is currently undergoing evaluation by the Air 

Mobility Command (Crino, 2002; Crino, Moore, Barnes & Nanry, 2004). 

The TDVRSP uses a single commodity scenario to demonstrate its capabilities. 

Future research would benefit from enhancing the TDVRSP to model all individual cargo 

and PAX items and appropriate constraints. 

2.3.4.4   Adaptive tabu Search Approach for 2-Dimensional Orthogonal Packing 
Problems 

Inherent in any cargo transportation problem is the problem of how to load the 

items once their schedule and assignment to a specific vehicle is made. In fact the 

assignment to a particular vehicle is dependent on how efficiently the vehicle can be 

loaded. This research uses an Adaptive Tabu Search (ATS) approach to bin packing 

(ATS-BP) to improve vehicle loading procedures. The results show a 25% improvement 

over previous bin packing procedures (Harwig, 2003). 

2.3.4.5   Strategic Airlift Problem (SAP) 

Using an ATS approach this algorithm produces detailed routing and scheduling 

of strategic airlift resources. This research compares its results to the Air Mobility 

Operations Simulation (AMOS) which is planned on being used for in-depth analysis by 

the Air Mobility Command (AMC) (Lambert, 2004). 

The SAP is a subset of the SMMSP. Where SMMSP solves for the mode of 

transport and solves the strategic movement problem, SAP begins after the mode 
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selection process is complete and focuses in more detail at solving the routing and 

scheduling of air movement. In addition to the SAP, the SMMSP must also solve the 

Strategic Sealift Problem (SSP). As the strategic mobility problem is enormous, this is 

part of an overall effort to solve the entire problem a piece at a time. With the solving of 

the SAP and the SMMSP presented here, there remains a need to solve the SSP. 

2.3.5 TS and Strategic Mobility 

The SMMSP is an extremely large combinatorial optimization problem with 

partitioning, scheduling and routing aspects. Partitioning occurs in the assignment of 

RLNs to a particular mode of transportation. Scheduling is inherent in the assignment of 

RLNs to particular POE, POD and departure day. In addition to the RLNs being routed 

from their origin, POE, POD and finally to their destination, the vehicles moving these 

RLNs are also scheduled and routed over multiple trips during the deployment 

operations. Each time the RLN re-assignment causes a change in departure day or 

number of vehicles required for movement on a given day, the vehicles are re-routed.  

Currently models use greedy procedures to obtain feasible solutions to the 

problem. Since military issues are time sensitive and the problems are quite large and 

complex, classical optimization methods are incapable of providing timely solutions. 

Thus this problem is specifically suited to the use of heuristics and more specifically to 

TS.  
 The next chapter details the ATS-SMMSP algorithm developed in this research. 
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Chapter 3: The ATS-SMMSP Algorithm - Modeling and Methodology 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The SMMSP is a very complex scheduling and ordering problem which yields a 

redefinition of a TPFDD. The TPFDD contains numerous types of data elements 

associated with cargo items that need transport for a given contingency. Transport 

scheduling of these items is heavily dependent on time constraints, precedence relations, 

transport modes and origin and terminal ports. Current methodology for simplified 

versions of the SMMSP uses complex classical combinatorial optimization methods, 

network flow models and greedy search procedures. These techniques can not solve 

practical instances of the SMMSP to the levels of detail required. 

 Individual items within the TPFDD are tracked according to the Requirement 

Line Number (RLN) in the TPFDD document. These items must be picked up and 

delivered from multiple origins and multiple destinations with certain RLNs required to 

be delivered before others. The vehicles transporting the RLNs consist of diverse types of 

aircraft and ships. Many RLNs must be picked up and delivered within specific time 

windows. Finally, many of the vehicles are subject to route length restrictions. As 

discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, the SMMSP is a complex variant of the pick-up 

and delivery problem with time window constraints. Vehicles are routed from a POE to a 

POD and re-routed to a POE for an additional trip when there is a need for that type of 

vehicle.  

An SMMSP solution can be viewed from two perspectives: vehicle routing or 

RLN routing. The vehicle routing representation groups the time stamps, paths and RLNs 

by vehicle. The RLN routing representation groups the RLNs by POE, departure day and 

POD. The small SMMSP example in Chapter 1 employed the RLN routing 
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representation. Consider an additional small example where Table 3-1 presents a vehicle 

routing solution representation. Table 3-2 in Section 3.2.1.3 presents an equivalent RLN 

routing representation which is used to assist in the description of the ATS-SMMSP 

methodology. 

Table 3-1. An Example Vehicle Routing Solution Representation 

This example uses three aircraft (two WBP and one B-747P) in routing the RLNs. 

The WBP (wide body plane) has a maximum load of 59 Stons where the B-747P has a 

max load of 93 Stons. Both aircraft begin on day 0 at location - WWYK (Tinker Air 

Force Base, OK). The first aircraft (WBP-1) performs five trips. The first trip is on day 7 

from port NRCH (Loring Air Fore Base, Maine) with one RLN, a load of 2 Stons. It 

Air Cargo: WBP-1 
day: 0 Port: WWYK  Load: 0 Unused: 59 
day: 7 Port: NRCH  Load: 2  Unused: 57 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HJAV   Unit           Stons: 2 
day: 9 Port: AEQT  Load: 0 Unused: 59 
day: 20 Port: PTFL  Load: 35 Unused: 24 
 RLN: 0 is : 6ACBP   Unit           Stons: 35 
day: 22 Port: AEQT  Load: 0 Unused: 59 
day: 28 Port: PTFL  Load: 48 Unused: 11 
 RLN: 0 is : 0FBB    Unit           Stons: 48 
day: 30 Port: VRJT  Load: 0 Unused: 59 
day: 34 Port: NRCH  Load: 6 Unused: 53 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAS   Unit           Stons: 6 
day: 36 Port: AEQT  Load: 0 Unused: 59 
day: 46 Port: NRCH  Load: 3 Unused: 56 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAJ   Unit           Stons: 3 
day: 48 Port: AEQT  Load: 0 Unused: 59 

Air Cargo: WBP-2  
day: 0 Port: WWYK  Load: 0 Unused: 59 
day: 35 Port: PTFL  Load: 14 Unused: 45 
 RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107 
day: 37 Port: AEQT    Load: 0 Unused: 59 

Air Cargo: B-747P-1  
day: 0 Port: WWYK  Load: 0 Unused: 93 
day: 35 Port: PTFL  Load: 93 Unused: 0 
 RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107 
day: 37 Port: AEQT    Load: 0 Unused: 93 
day: 46 Port: NRCH  Load: 10 Unused: 83 
 RLN: 0 is : 5WYH4 B Unit           Stons: 5 
 RLN: 1 is : 5WYH4 C Unit           Stons: 5 
day: 48 Port: UMXB    Load: 0 Unused: 93 
day: 53 Port: NRCH  Load: 3 Unused: 90 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HEBA   Unit           Stons: 3 
day: 55 Port: AEQT  Load: 0 Unused: 93
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becomes available on day 9 as it has no Stons and is located at AEQT (Algeciras 

[Gibraltar], Spain). It then returns to PTFL (McGuire AFB, NJ) to pickup 35 Stons on 

day 20. It unloads at AEQT becoming available on day 22. It then returns to PTFL to 

pickup 48 Stons and delivers it to VRJT (Sigonella, Italy) becoming available on day 30. 

The next trip is back to NRCH where it picks up 6 Stons on day 34 and delivers it to 

AEQT becoming available on day 36. The last trip is back to NRCH picking up 3 Stons 

on day 46 and delivering to AEQT becoming available on day 48. The total routing was 

{Port (day,Ston)}: WWYK(0,0) – NRCH(7,2) – AEQT(9,0) – PTFL(20,35) – 

AEQT(22,0) – PTFL(28,48) – VRJT(30,0) - NRCH(34,6) – AEQT(36,0) – NRCH(46,3) 

– AEQT(48,0). 

The second WBP performs a single trip. It flies from its origin, WWYK, to PTFL. 

It picks up part of RLN 0EDB (14 Stons) and delivers it to AEQT. The total routing was: 

WWYK(0,0) – PTFL(35,14) – AEQT(37,0). 

The last aircraft (B-747P-1) performs three trips. It flies from its origin, WWYK, 

to PTFL where it picks the main portion of RLN 0EDB on day 35 delivering it to AEQT 

and becoming available on day 37. The next trip transports two RLNs from NRCH to 

UMXB (Rota, Spain) for a total of 10 Stons becoming available on day 48. The last trip 

is from NRCH on day 53 with 3 Stons becoming available at AEQT on day 55. The total 

route was: WWYK(0,0) – PTFL(35,93) – AEQT(37,0) – NRCH(46,10) – UMXB(48,0) – 

NRCH(53,3) – AEQT(55,0). 

This small example addressed only nine RLNs. Typical problems address 

thousands of RLNs. The nature of this problem is evident in the pick-up and delivery on 

these RLNs by multiple vehicle types to and from different ports where the RLNs are 

restricted to specific time windows. For the analysis documented here, the route length 

(RL) parameter has been relaxed and vehicles are allowed to travel the entire distance 
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from POE to POD without the use of way-points. Even with this relaxation, the 

complexity of the SMMSP precludes all but heuristic approaches to its solution. 

A heuristic approach that obtains an excellent solution in a relatively short amount 

of time is superior to either a poor solution achieved more quickly or to a provably 

optimal solution that requires insupportable time and effort. A direct search approach, 

like ATS, can successfully manage the presence of the many time window constraints 

and still track each RLN and vehicle as a unique entity. Network flow models, such as 

Quick Look and DANTE, must ignore time window restrictions and sacrifice entity 

uniqueness to achieve a solvable level of aggregation. 

3.2 AN ATS APPROACH TO THE SMMSP  

Based on the wealth of previous successful applications of ATS to complex 

military logistics problems, ATS was chosen for use in this research. While TS does not 

guarantee an optimal solution, a well constructed TS methodology uses aspects of the 

problem structure to achieve excellent solutions with supportable computational effort. 

The ATS approach described below monitors such things as late arriving RLNs, time 

window flexibility and the number and type of transport vehicles to enhance the search 

process. 

Practical considerations dictated the modeling methodology and approach. 

Although the Department of Defense is a hierarchical agency, it delegates responsibility 

and authority to several levels of command. Within strategic mobility planning, several 

meetings are scheduled to coordinate the different priorities and interests of each of the 

affected commands. These conferences result in agreements on both the RLNs and the 

transportation assets. Commanders specify the ports and modes for their RLNs and tend 

to be very reluctant to change these assignments. For this reason, the ATS-SMMSP 

performs three stages of analysis. Stage 1 solves the SMMSP preserving the commander 
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stipulated port and mode assignments. Stage 2 allows RLN POE and POD changes. Stage 

3 allows RLN transport mode changes. The resulting solutions can then be presented 

again to the affected commanders demonstrating the improvements available through 

perturbations of their preferences.  

The three stage ATS-SMMSP methodology developed in the research 

documented here dictated a three tiered ATS procedure with three search neighborhoods: 

(1) a search for the best schedule for RLNs given the command stipulated mode and port 

assignments (port pairing), (2) a search for improved port assignments (within mode), 

and (3) a search for improved mode assignments (cross mode). High level pseudocodes 

of each of the major steps of the ATS-SMMSP method are provided in the following 

sections. A detailed pseudocode of the entire ATS-SMMSP is provided in Appendix B. 

The internal ATS-SMMSP solution representation is a list of all RLNs with their POE– 

departure day – POD triplet which embodies the relevant changes to the TPFDD. Since 

each POE (POD) is uniquely defined as either an air or sea port, RLN assignment to a 

specific port defines the mode of transport. Since this model assumes known transit times 

between any POE-POD pair, the POE departure day stipulates the POD arrival day and 

directly allows accounting for any LAD violations.   

All search neighborhoods allow late delivery (after LAD) with penalty, but 

mission security, political ramifications and physical impossibilities strictly prohibit 

violations of RLD and EAD. The priority of movement is time based using the earliest 

LAD. Some of the RLNs may be delayed more than others in order to reduce the overall 

solution lateness. 

ATS-SMMSP is divided into three parts: (1) Input focuses on data validity and 

provides the user with information that may lead to data modification, (2) ATS performs 
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scheduling and assignment and (3) Output presents the results from the model and 

produces several new TPFDDs in JOPES B8 format. 

3.2.1 ATS-SMMSP Input 

3.2.1.1    Required Data  

Eight data files are required. The first three files are: airplane data, ship data and 

“GeoLocs”. These contain data on the capabilities of different airplane and ship types and 

the latitude and longitude of all associated geographic locations and are not contingency 

specific. The five contingency specific files are grouped into three categories: TPFDD, 

Vehicles Available (pax aircraft, cargo aircraft and ships) and Open Ports (air and sea). 

The airplane file includes: the airplane type, maximum load in short tons, 

minimum load in short tons, maximum load (number) of personnel, speed in mach and 

limitations on size constraints (bulk, oversize and outsize). There are significantly more 

types of ships than aircraft and ships of the same type/class may be configured 

differently. Due to the numerous differences in ship configurations, this file contains 

averages for ships of the same type. The ship file includes the ship type number, ship type 

name, speed, maximum and minimum draft, loading time and maximum load in short 

tons. 

A list of all GeoLocs are maintained and updated for use in any scenario. This file 

is used to verify locations and validity of ports and TPFDD locations. It also provides the 

latitudes and longitudes for use in all time/distance calculations. 

While a level 4 TPFDD is read, only a few fields are actually used by the ATS-

SMMSP model. Four GeoLocs are used: origin, POE, POD, destination. All Stons 

weights and numbers of personnel, cargo category codes, preferred movement mode and 

source and available dates (RLD, ALD, EAD, LAD, EDD and RDD) are used.  
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A file is input for the aircraft and another for the ships being used for the specific 

scenario. The initial location, type and available date of all vehicles are provided. Given 

the vehicle type, the average trivial weights, cargo capacities and speeds are obtained 

from the generic vehicle type file previously input. 

The ports available and their capabilities are determined by the end user. MOG is 

enforced for daily airport usage. Sea ports are limited by maximum daily offload tonnage.  

3.2.1.2   Data Verification and Validation 

The eight input data files are provided from two sources. While the end user 

provides the TPFDD, airplanes, ships and ports for a scenario, the vehicle data are 

standard for all scenarios and are maintained by the ATS-SMMSP model.  

The end user data must be verified for validity of vehicle types and all GeoLocs. 

If any item cannot be validated, the item is deleted. The number of valid records and the 

number of invalid records are listed for the user. 

TPFDD and Port files are verified for validity and completeness. Some TPFDD 

errors can be corrected. If a TPFDD is missing an origin, has a valid POE and the mode 

to POE is listed as “XX” (no movement to POE required), the origin is replaced with the 

POE location and vice versa. If both are missing, the record is deleted. The same check is 

performed for POD and destination ports. In addition, if an origin or POE is an OCONUS 

location, the record is deleted as this model focuses on optimizing the strategic CONUS 

to OCONUS movements. Similarly PODs and/or destinations in CONUS are deleted. If a 

port is indicated on a TPFDD, but is not an open port for this scenario, it is replaced with 

the closest port to the origin/destination in the port file.  

In addition, TPFDD recommended pairings of POEs and PODs are cross verified 

to ensure that POE - POD are compatible types. If the POE-POD do not match, the 

preferred mode is used and a new port is assigned as the one closest to the original 
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incorrect mode. If, in this case, the preferred mode is missing the mode is assigned to air 

and the incongruent port changed and assigned as the closest port to the 

origin/destination. TPFDD items designated as already in place or having no strategic 

controlled moves are deleted. TPFDD items with no cargo are also deleted. Finally any 

TPFDD item designated to have a level 3 or 4 detail record is cross checked. If the 

appropriate records are not verifiable, the TPFDD item is deleted. 

Vehicle instances are checked to ensure their existence in the data base. The 

average speed, trivial weight and load capacities of aircraft and ship instances are also 

calculated for model use. Aircraft designated exclusively for personnel are maintained 

separately from cargo aircraft. 

The port file designates usable (open) ports in the scenario. These port names and 

locations are verified against the master port file. Discrepancies are displayed for the 

user. 

3.2.1.3   Construction of an Initial Solution 

The validated TPFDD file is used to create an initial solution. Items are scheduled 

to move as stated in the TPFDD and to depart their currently designated POEs on the 

designated ALDs. Each item is assigned to a triplet (POE – departure day – POD). Next, 

vehicles are greedily assigned to the triplets in order of earliest departure day. Distance 

calculations use the Great Circle Arc calculations used in numerous research models 

(Vincenty, 1975). The number of required vehicles is tallied and if an additional vehicle 

is required, it is assigned. Vehicles are assigned greedily by first available vehicle. Figure 

3-1 presents the greedy vehicle assignment module pseudocode. (This is a stand- alone 

module and is also repeatedly used in the ATS-SMMSP.) 
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Figure 3-1. Vehicle Assignment Module Pseudocode 

The vehicles are partitioned by their mode of transportation: air cargo, air pax or 

sea. A single transport mode is considered by any invocation of the module. The set of 

triplets is sorted in ascending order by earliest required departure (i.e., earliest LAD). 

Trips are assigned by searching the entire list of appropriate type trips not yet assigned. If 

1) a vehicle can arrive at the POE and at the POD prior to the earliest LAD of any 

unassigned RLNs in the triplet or 2) failing that, if it is the vehicle that could get to the 

POE at the earliest time, it becomes a candidate for becoming the “incumbent” vehicle 

for possible assignment to the RLN triplet under consideration.  

The unassigned load of the RLN triplet and the capacity of the incumbent vehicle 

are assessed. The RLN triplet may already have vehicles assigned to it. Only the 

unassigned balance of the RLN triplet load is compared to the capacity of the vehicle 

under consideration. If this vehicle is not large enough to carry the unassigned load and it 

is the largest vehicle yet considered, it becomes the incumbent vehicle for the RLN triplet 

under consideration. If this vehicle could carry the entire load and it is the smallest 

For current designated vehicle transport type (air cargo, air pax, or sea)
{ For each RLN triplet in deginated transport type (RLNs with same POE-ALD-POD) 
   Until no more vahicles need to be assigned to RLN triplet 
   {  For all vehicles in designated transport type  
 {    Until all RLNs in triplet are assigned 

 { if vehicle can arrive at POD prior to LAD or will arrive at POE earliest 
  { if after adding this vehicle still need more vehicles 
   { make incument if has largest capacity considered so far } 
   if after adding this vehicle no more vehicles needed  
   {make incumbent if has smallest capacity considered so far } 
  } 
 } 

 } 
   } 
   Add incumbent to vehicles assigned to current RLN triplet 
}
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vehicle yet considered it becomes the incumbent to serve the current triplet under 

consideration. 

If it is impossible to obtain an additional vehicle on the specified departure date, 

the RLNs in the current triplet are “bumped” to the next possible day-triplet where a 

vehicle (or vehicles) can arrive with appropriate capacity. Solutions are not specific to 

RLN-vehicle assignments, but aggregate to specific RLN triplets and the set of vehicles 

needed to service them. Individual vehicles are tracked and recorded for each triplet 

ensuring vehicles are not used more than once during the same time period. 

This initial solution is usually not a good solution. Since RLNs are scheduled to 

depart on their ALD, or when a vehicle is available after their ALD, they may arrive 

either earlier or later than their LAD. Vehicles may also be assigned only a trivial weight. 

In an improved solution, it is quite possible that these trivially loaded vehicles could be 

delayed in their departure, accept more RLNs and still arrive prior to the LADs. This and 

other types of solution improvements are addressed the following sections. 

This initial assignment of RLNs to triplets may be best described through a short 

example. Since pax, air cargo and sea cargo assignments are all handled similarly, an 

example of any of these is sufficient. In the following example, pax is used. In this initial 

solution, the POE and POD pre-defined assignments are preserved. Two POEs are used, 

NRCH (Loring Air Fore Base, Maine) and PTFL (McGuire Air Force Base, NJ). The 

initial RLN triplet assignments are given in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2. The Initial Solution for the PAX Example 

NRCH 

1. On day 7 one plane departs with RLN 5HJAV (since it is from a unit record it 

is a RLN) consisting of 2 Stons (a very trivial load since the smallest 

passenger plane can carry 59 Stons). This mission uses one aircraft, number 5. 

2. On day 34 another plane departs with RLN and 5HCAS totaling 6 Stons, 

another trivial load. This mission uses one aircraft, number 0. 

3. On day 46 two planes depart. One goes to POD AEQT with 3 Stons and 

another goes to UMXB (Rota, Spain) with 10 Stons. These missions use one 

aircraft each, numbers 8 and 9. 

4. The last plane departing from NRCH departs on day 53 with one RLN and 3 

Stons. This mission uses one aircraft, number 7. 

PTFL 

1. On day 20 one plane departs with RLN consisting of 35 Stons. This mission 

uses one aircraft, number 23. 

POE : NRCH 
departure day: 7    POD: AEQT  arrival day: 8    STon: 2   1 Veh: #5 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HJAV   Unit           Stons: 2 
departure day: 34   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 35   STon: 6   1 Veh: #0 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAS   Unit           Stons: 6 
departure day: 46   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 47   STon: 3   1 Veh: #8 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAJ   Unit           Stons: 3 
departure day: 46   POD: UMXB  arrival day: 47   STon: 10  1 Veh: #9 
 RLN: 0 is : 5WYH4   Unit  B   0    Stons: 5 
 RLN: 1 is : 5WYH4   Unit  C   0    Stons: 5 
departure day: 53   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 54   STon: 3   1 Veh: #7 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HEBA   Unit           Stons: 3 
 
POE : PTFL 
departure day: 20   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 21   STon: 35  1 Veh: #23  
   RLN: 0 is : 6ACBP   Unit           Stons: 35 
departure day: 28   POD:  VRJT  arrival day: 29   STon: 48  1 Veh: #29 
   RLN: 0 is : 0FBB    Unit           Stons: 48 
departure day: 35   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 36   STon: 107 2 Veh: #24,10 
   RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107
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2. On day 28 another plane departs with RLN and 0FBB totaling 48 Stons, 

another trivial load. This plane goes to VRJT (Sigonella, Italy). This mission 

uses one aircraft, number 29. 

3. On day 35 two planes depart with RLN 0EDB split between the aircrafts with a 

total of 107 Stons. Since two aircraft can carry 184 Stons, this is a trivial load 

as one aircraft carries its max of 92 and the other has only 15 Stons assigned. 

This mission uses two aircrafts, numbers 24 and 10. 

A trip with an assigned load below a vehicle’s trivial load weight (a percentage 

arguably between 50% and 70%) is not economical. For missions using one vehicle, the 

trivial load is based on maximum Stons for that vehicle type. For missions such as 

PTFL’s third mission, the model assumes all but one of the vehicles are filled to 

maximum capacity leaving one vehicle partially empty. The trivial weight for the last 

vehicle is determined by averaging the maximum capacity for all vehicles assigned to 

that mission. Many missions such as NRCH-46-UMXB contain multiple RLNs on one 

vehicle. In contrast, a mission such as PTFL-35-AEQT contains a single RLN yet 

requires multiple vehicles to transport it. Each of the missions in this example except 

PTFL mission 2 are far below their 50% trivial load weight.  

3.2.2 ATS-SMMSP Search Stages 

The above example indicates that the initial solution procedure will probably not 

yield a “good” solution. An improved allocation of the RLNs should be achievable. Since 

it is pragmatically difficult to change pre-defined ports and modes in the TPFDD, the 

Stage 1 search attempts to find an improved allocation of RLNs without changing the 

pre-defined ports or modes. At the termination of each of the three search stages, the best 

solution is saved for later analysis and comparison. Generally, the best solution from the 

previously executed stage becomes the initial incumbent solution for the next stage. A 
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high level pseudo code of the procedure for determining the next stage starting solution is 

given in Figure 3-2. 

Figure 3-2. Pseudo Code for Starting Solution 

For stage 1, the initial solution is the starting incumbent solution. The search for 

each stage first considers all moves in the defined neighborhood. The best qualifying 

(non-tabu or aspiration satisfying) move is performed yielding the new incumbent 

solution. Moving an RLN from one RLN triplet to another can cause the number of 

vehicle trips to be decremented at the donor RLN triplet or incremented at the receiver 

RLN triplet or both. If the number of vehicle trips allocated to any RLN triplet changes, 

the algorithm invokes the vehicle assignment module. This allows the ATS-SMMSP to 

reallocate aircraft trips to assist in the search for better solutions. 

If the incumbent is the best solution found in the search it is saved for use as the 

starting solution for the next stage. If the stage was unable to find an improved solution, 

the stage’s final solution becomes the initial solution for the next stage. This small 

diversification procedure helps to avoid entrapment in local optima. 

Install initial incumbent solution and define neighborhoods to be used 
While termination criterion not satisfied 
{ For each neighbor solution 
 { evaluate objective function and determine tabu and aspiration status 
  If best qualifying solution, store as incumbent 
  If best qualifying solution found in search, 
    store as initial solution for next stage 
 } 
 implement best move 
 if number of vehicle trips allocated to any RLN triplet changes 
 { invoke the vehicle assignment module } 
} 
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3.2.2.1   Stage 1 - Port Pairing Maintained  

The primary objective is to reduce the total lateness. For this reason, two search 

phases are implemented. The Phase I search neighborhood restricts the candidate list to 

late-RLNs, i.e., RLNs that are currently scheduled to arrive past their LAD. A late list is 

constructed by extracting all late-RLNs from the TPFDD and placing them on a push 

down list ordered by descending lateness penalty.  

As stated earlier, RLN lateness is calculated as the number of days the item 

arrives beyond its LAD (arrival – LAD) times its weight in Stons. Table 3-3 uses the 

example from Table 3-2 to explain how this late list is constructed. 

Table 3-3. Phase I Search Example (Reducing Lateness) 

 

Table 3-3 expands Table 3-2 by providing the ALD, EAD and LAD of each 

RLN.. Late RLNs are highlighted in bold font. The total current lateness value is 228 

with 9 aircraft used. Each of these are candidates for a move and are stored in the late list. 

RLN 5HCAJ arrives on day 47, but has an LAD of 30. It is 17 days late and contains 3 

Stons yielding a lateness penalty of 51 Stons-days . It is placed first on the late list.  

POE : NRCH 
departure day: 7    POD: AEQT  arrival day: 8    STon: 2   1 Veh: #5 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HJAV   Unit           Stons: 2   ALD: 4    EAD: 6     LAD:40 
departure day: 34   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 35   STon: 6   1 Veh: #0 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAS   Unit           Stons: 6   ALD: 26   EAD: 32    LAD:50 
departure day: 46   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 47   STon: 3   1 Veh: #8 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAJ   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 10   EAD: 11    LAD:30 
departure day: 46   POD: UMXB  arrival day: 47   STon: 10  1 Veh: #9 
 RLN: 0 is : 5WYH4   Unit  B   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 34   EAD: 36    LAD:50 
 RLN: 1 is : 5WYH4   Unit  C   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 20   EAD: 24    LAD:35 
departure day: 53   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 54   STon: 3   1 Veh: #7 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HEBA   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 30   EAD: 32    LAD:45 
 
POE : PTFL 
departure day: 20   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 21   STon: 35  1 Veh: #23  
   RLN: 0 is : 6ACBP   Unit           Stons: 35  ALD: 20   EAD: 24    LAD:29 
departure day: 28   POD: VRJT  arrival day: 29   STon: 48  1 Veh: #29 
   RLN: 0 is : 0FBB    Unit           Stons: 48  ALD: 23   EAD: 26    LAD:34 
departure day: 35   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 36   STon: 107 2 Veh: #24,10 
   RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107 ALD: 29   EAD: 36    LAD:44 
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RLN 5WYH4 C has lateness penalty of 60 Stons-days and is inserted first on the 

late list. 5HCAJ is pushed down one position.  

RLN 5HEBA has lateness penalty of 27 and is placed last on the late list. 

The Phase I search procedure selects RLNs from late list and evaluates them 

against a port-pair neighborhood by comparing all possible RLN-moves before making a 

move. These late-RLN move candidates only consider possible move locations within 

their defined neighborhoods. Since the POE, POD and modes are unchangeable in Stage 

1, the neighborhood is restricted to the same port-pair. RLN 5WYH4 C has port-pair 

NRCH-UMXB. Since there are no other POE-departure day-POD triplets that share this 

port-pair, there are no moves available for 5WYH4 C. The remaining candidates have 

port pair NRCH-AEQT and can move to any triplet that shares this port pair. This process 

is depicted in Figure 3-3. 

 

Figure 3-3. Phase I Pseudocode 

Equation 3.1 is used to evaluate the moves in this neighborhood.  

 
( )StonLatetripsAircrafttripsShip * #*10 # ∆+∆+∆                      (3.1) 

 

Create Late List 
While four termination criteria not satisfied 
{ For each member of candidate list 
 { For each neighbor solution 

{ evaluate objective function and determine tabu and aspiration status 
 store if best move 
} 

 } 
 implement best move 
 if number of vehicle trips allocated to any RLN triplet changes 
 { invoke the vehicle assignment module } 
} 
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(The change in the number of ships required is added to ten times the number of 

aircraft required and the change in lateness penalty.) 

If an RLN has allowable moves while maintaining its port-pairing, all possible 

moves are considered. Continuing with the example, RLN 5WYH4 C is considered first 

but no moves are available. Next RLN 5HCAJ is considered for each of 3 possible 

moves. The move to NRCH-7-AEQT is rejected for ALD violation. A move to NRCH-

34-AEQT would cause 5HCAJ to arrive 12 days earlier producing a lateness decrease of 

36 Ston-days and is stored as the best move. The move to NRCH-53-AEQT causes 

5HCAJ to arrive 7 days later and is discarded. 

The third and last late RLN, 5HEBA, is currently nine days late. A move to 

NRCH-7-AEQT violates the ALD. Since moving 5HEBA to NRCH-34-AEQT would 

cause it to arrive on time and would eliminate one aircraft yielding a reduction in total 

lateness of 37 units, it is stored as the new best move. A move to NRCH-46-AEQT is 

discarded since it would yields a lesser reduction of 31 units.  

The best move is executed. Phase I is applied until no moves reduce the total 

lateness and yields the result presented in Table 3-4. The total current lateness value is 

145 with 7 aircraft used. 
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Table 3-4. Example Phase I Results  

 

Immediately following Phase I, Phase II commences. Phase II differs from Phase 

I only in the candidate list employed. Regardless of lateness, the minimum of one-tenth 

of all RLNs or 100 RLNs are evaluated for each iteration of the search. These candidate 

RLNs are chosen based on TPFDD ordering. The TPFDD is ordered in ascending RLN 

Stons and alphabetically within equal Stons. For the current example, the candidate RLN 

list for Phase II is 5HJAV, 5HCAJ, 5HEBA, 5WYH4 B, 5WYH4 C, 5HCAS, 6ACBP, 

0FBB and 0EDB. Since none of PTFL’s RLNs were late, they were not candidates for 

move in Phase I, however, this time they are candidates. RLNs are still limited to moves 

within their port pair so RLNs at POE NRCH will not consider moves to POE PTFL or 

vice versa. 

As in Phase I, at each iteration all candidate RLNs and all moves are considered 

and the best move is executed. The Phase II process continues to termination yielding the 

results in Table 3-5. The total current lateness value is 135 with 6 aircraft are used. The 

lateness penalty has been reduced by 93 units and 3 fewer aircraft are required. 

POE : NRCH 
departure day: 7    POD: AEQT  arrival day: 8    STon: 2   1 Veh: #5  
 RLN: 0 is : 5HJAV   Unit           Stons: 2   ALD: 4    EAD: 6     LAD:40 
departure day: 34   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 35   STon: 12  1 Veh: #0 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAS   Unit           Stons: 6   ALD: 26   EAD: 32    LAD:50 
 RLN: 1 is : 5HCAJ   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 10   EAD: 11    LAD:30 
 RLN: 2 is : 5HEBA   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 30   EAD: 32    LAD:45 
departure day: 46   POD: UMXB  arrival day: 47   STon: 10  1 Veh: #9 
 RLN: 0 is : 5WYH4   Unit  B   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 34   EAD: 36    LAD:50 
 RLN: 1 is : 5WYH4   Unit  C   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 20   EAD: 24    LAD:35 
 
POE : PTFL 
departure day: 20   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 21   STon: 35  1 Veh: #23  
   RLN: 0 is : 6ACBP   Unit           Stons: 35  ALD: 20   EAD: 24    LAD:29 
departure day: 28   POD: VRJT  arrival day: 29   STon: 48  1 Veh: #29 
   RLN: 0 is : 0FBB    Unit           Stons: 48  ALD: 23   EAD: 26    LAD:34 
departure day: 35   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 36   STon: 107 2 Veh: #24,10 
   RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107 ALD: 29   EAD: 36    LAD:44 
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Table 3-5. Results of the Phase II Search Process 

 

3.2.2.2   Stage 2 – The Within Mode Search 

In Stage 2, the constraint of maintaining pre-selected ports is relaxed. This 

research constitutes the first attempt at improving port selections in an automated non-

greedy approach. 

For the reassignment of RLNs, limits are placed on the distance to candidate new 

POEs and PODs in accordance with current planning considerations. These limitations 

are imposed to control the burden imposed on ground transportation units and to insure 

security. Longer distances are allowed in CONUS due to the relatively decreased threat 

and increased ground transportation assets. A change in one port (POE or POD) does not 

necessitate nor prevent a change in the other port. The neighborhood of possible ports is 

limited to POEs within a distance of 700 miles from both the RLN original POE or origin 

and to PODs within 200 miles of the previous POD or destination. At each iteration, 

RLNs, regardless of mode, are move candidates and the best allowable move is executed. 

This search method is depicted in the pseudocode in Figure 3-4. 

POE : NRCH 
departure day: 34   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 35   STon: 14  1 Veh: #0 
 RLN: 0 is : 5HCAS   Unit           Stons: 6   ALD: 26   EAD: 32    LAD:50 
 RLN: 1 is : 5HCAJ   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 10   EAD: 11    LAD:30 
 RLN: 2 is : 5HEBA   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 30   EAD: 32    LAD:45 
 RLN: 3 is : 5HJAV   Unit           Stons: 2   ALD: 4    EAD: 6     LAD:40 
departure day: 46   POD: UMXB  arrival day: 47   STon: 10  1 Veh: #9 
 RLN: 1 is : 5WYH4   Unit  B   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 34   EAD: 36    LAD:50 
 RLN: 2 is : 5WYH4   Unit  C   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 20   EAD: 24    LAD:35 
 
POE : PTFL 
departure day: 20   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 21   STon: 35  1 Veh: #23  
   RLN: 0 is : 6ACBP   Unit           Stons: 35  ALD: 20   EAD: 24 LAD:29
departure day: 28   POD: VRJT  arrival day: 29   STon: 48  1 Veh: #29 
   RLN: 0 is : 0FBB    Unit           Stons: 48  ALD: 23   EAD: 26 LAD:34
departure day: 35   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 36   STon: 107 2 Veh: #24,10 
   RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107 ALD: 29   EAD: 36 LAD:44
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Figure 3-4. Stage 2 -Within Mode Search Pseudo Code 

Upon termination of Stage 1, the best solution that maintained the original port-

pairing assignments is saved. This is the first of three types of solutions saved by ATS-

SMMSP for comparison and analysis. The second saved solution is the best solution 

produced upon termination of Stage 2. The third set of 3 solutions is saved upon 

termination of Stage 3. 

The Stage 2 algorithm is very similar to the Phase II search algorithm of Stage 1. 

However, the Stage 2 neighborhood considers all RLNs and is much larger than that of 

Stage 1. In addition, the maximum time termination criterion encompasses not only Stage 

2, but Stage 1 as well.  

The increase in the neighborhood size is due to the relaxation of the constraint 

that preserves port-pairs. In the Stage 2 search, a pre-defined port (either POE or POD) 

can be changed to any port within the predefined distances as long as the mode of 

transport is maintained. 

While time termination criteria not satisfied
{ While three termination criterion not satisfied 
 { For each RLNs of this mode 
  { For each neighborhood solution 
   { evaluate objective function and determine tabu and aspiration status 
    store best move 
   } 
  } 
  Perform Stage 1 - Phase I search 
  Perform Stage 1 - Phase II search 
  implement best allowable move found 
 if number of vehicle trips allocated to any RLN triplet changes 
 { invoke the vehicle assignment module } 
 } 
} 
Save best Stage 2 solution 
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As depicted in the pseudo code of Figure 3-6, this method considers every RLN 

prior to performing a move. First the method determines the mode of transportation of 

that RLN. Then it computes the move values of all the RLNs neighbors.  

Continuing with the example of Tables 3-2 through 3-5, as shown in Figure 3-5, 

POE NRCH is close enough to PTFL (McGuire Air Force Base, NJ) and to several other 

POEs for RLNs to move to a different triplet using any of these POEs.  

Figure 3-5. Neighbors of NRCH  

As pictured in Figure 3-6, POD UMXB (Rota, Spain) and POD AEQT can be 

used interchangeably. All RLNs except 0FBB at PTFL-28-VRJT are neighbors to all 

other RLNs in the example. Clearly the Stage 2 search neighborhood can be significantly 

larger than the neighborhoods employed in Stage 1.  

Logan International Air Port, MA (NNGX) 

McGuire AFB, NJ (PTFL)

Griffiss AFB, NY (JREZ) 

Willow Grove NAS, PA (ZAWN) 

Dover AFB, DE (FJXT)

Loring Air Fore Base, Maine (NRCH) 
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POD VRJT is in Sigonella, Italy and although there are several PODs within the 

distance constraint (STRL and XYNK), none of those are considered in our small 

example. For our example the neighbors to RLN 0FBB at a PTFL-VRJT port-pair are 

RLNs at the port-pair of NRCH-VRJT or PTFL-VRJT and vice versa. In our example 

there is only one RLN at any of these port pairs. RLN 0FBB has no neighbors and cannot 

move. 

Figure 3-6. Neighbors of VRJT and AEQT.  

Table 3-6 presents the results of the Stage 2 search process.  

Sigonella, Italy (VRJT)

Rota, Spain (UMXB)
Algeciras, Spain (AEQT)

Cadiz, Spain (CWCP)
Villa San Giovann, Italy (XYNK)

Palermo, Italy (STRL)

Sigonella, Italy (VRJT)

Rota, Spain (UMXB)
Algeciras, Spain (AEQT)

Cadiz, Spain (CWCP)
Villa San Giovann, Italy (XYNK)

Palermo, Italy (STRL)
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Table 3-6. Results of Stage 2 Search Process-6. 

The triplet NRCH-7-AEQT, NRCH-46-AEQT and NRCH-53-AEQT remain 

unchanged with no RLNs assigned and therefore not increasing vehicle usage. The triplet 

PTFL-28-VRJT also remained unchanged. TLN 5HCAJ was 5 days late at NRCH-34-

AEQT and moved to PTFL-20-AEQT changing its POE. It arrived on time at a cost 

savings of 15. RLN 5WYH4 C moved from NRCH-46-UMXB where it was five days 

late to NRCH-34-AEQT changing its POD. It arrived on time improving lateness by 12 

days at a cost savings of 60. With only one RLN, 5WYH4 B, remaining at NRCH-46-

UMXB, this RLN moved to PTFL-35-AEQT reducing aircraft usage by one. 

At this point, no RLN is late and the total penalty of 50 units is due entirely to the 

required 5 aircraft.  

3.2.2.3   Stage 3 – The Cross Mode Search 

In this section consider the implications of allowing different transportation 

modes (cross mode moves) to be used. The mileage restrictions used for within mode 

moves are maintained. In the small example presented above, all RLNs were passengers 

which are restricted to air movement. Only air cargo and ship cargo are eligible for 

swapping modes of transportation. As for the within mode neighborhood, ports are 

POE : NRCH 
departure day: 34   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 35   STon: 16  1 Veh: #0 
   RLN: 0 is : 5HCAS   Unit           Stons: 6   ALD: 26   EAD: 32    LAD:50 
   RLN: 1 is : 5HEBA   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 30   EAD: 32    LAD:45 
   RLN: 2 is : 5HJAV   Unit           Stons: 2   ALD: 4    EAD: 6     LAD:40 
   RLN: 3 is : 5WYH4   Unit  C   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 20   EAD: 24    LAD:35 
 
POE : PTFL 
departure day: 20   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 21   STon: 38  1 Veh: #23  
   RLN: 0 is : 6ACBP   Unit           Stons: 35  ALD: 20   EAD: 24 LAD:29 
   RLN: 1 is : 5HCAJ   Unit           Stons: 3   ALD: 10   EAD: 11    LAD:30 
departure day: 28   POD: VRJT  arrival day: 29   STon: 53  1 Veh: #29 
   RLN: 0 is : 0FBB    Unit           Stons: 48  ALD: 23   EAD: 26 LAD:34 
departure day: 35   POD: AEQT  arrival day: 36   STon: 112 2 Veh: #24,10 
   RLN: 0 is : 0EDB    Unit           Stons: 107 ALD: 29   EAD: 36 LAD:44 
   RLN: 1 is : 5WYH4   Unit  B   0    Stons: 5   ALD: 34   EAD: 36    LAD:50 
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subject to change in both CONUS and OCONUS. Indeed, a mode change implies a port 

change because ports are mode specific. Figure 3-7 below depicts the pseudocode for this 

search procedure. 

Figure 3-7. Stage 3 Pseudocode 

Stage 3 is quite similar to Stage 2. The time stopping criteria includes both Stage 

1 and Stage 2 for the same reason that the Stage 2 time stopping criteria included Stage 1 

– to intensify the search process with the specific mode assignments prior to making new 

mode assignments. 

The Stage 3 candidate list is smaller than Stage 2 because all PAX RLNs are 

restricted to air travel and cannot cross mode. The Stage 3 search neighborhood is 

restricted to triplets using the other transportation mode. As with the previous search 

processes the final solution is saved prior to terminating ATS-SMMSP. ATS-SMMSP 

concludes with an ensemble of three solutions, the best solutions saved from any of the 

three Stages.  

While cross-mode time termination criteria not satisfied
{ While 3 within-mode time termination criteria not satisfied 
 While three cross-mode termination criteria not satisfied 
 { For each RLN (not pax) 
  { For each neighbor RLN triplet within distance limitations 
   { evaluate objective function and determine tabu and aspiration status 
    store best move 
   } 
  } 
  Perform Stage 1 - Phase I search 
  Perform Stage 1 - Phase II search 
  implement best allowable move found 
   if number of vehicle trips allocated to any RLN triplet changes 
   { invoke the vehicle assignment module } 
 } 
} 
Save best 3 Stage 3 solutions 
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3.2.2.4   Tabu Status 

Moving an RLN is not allowed if it became tabu active within the last tabu tenure 

iterations, i.e., such an RLN is tabu. Only the simplest aspiration criterion is employed, 

i.e., tabu RLNs are evaluated and considered as the next incumbent solution only if that 

would produce the best solution found so far in the search.  

Each RLN in the current move neighborhood is evaluated and its tabu status is 

noted. The best allowable move, either not tabu or aspiration satisfying, yields the new 

incumbent solution.  

The tabu tenure can vary in each Stage. The initial tabu tenure is one-tenth the 

cardinality of the candidate list making it relational to the problem dimension (Glover, 

1990). For each search process except Phase 1, the cardinality of the candidate list is 

constant. During Phase 1, RLNs rendered on time are removed from the candidate list. 

This candidate list reduction causes a proportional reduction in the initial tabu tenure.  

The tabu tenure adaptively changes in all stages in the same manner. If an 

improving move is made, the tabu tenure is decreased. If a non-improving move is made, 

the tabu tenure is increased. This adaptive procedure aids in intensifying and diversifying 

the search relative to a myopic measure of search history (Battiti and Tecchiolli, 1994).  

3.2.2.5   Stopping Criteria 

Four types of stopping criteria parameters are used: total iterations (N0), iterations 

since best solution found (N1), iterations since last improvement (N2) and elapsed time.   

In an attempt to control the search effort, the parameter values were set to 

terminate the search at the point where improvements were being found infrequently. N2 

was set as the base. Since finding a best solution occurs much less frequently than finding 

an improved solution, N1 should be set larger than N2. In addition, we prefer for the 

search to reset both N1 and N2 several times. Table 3-7 presents the relative values used 
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for these parameters. These stipulations were based on a tuning process with a single 

problem instance. Additional investigations with a benchmark set of problems would 

greatly aid in gaining insight into a more robust setting of the values of these parameters.  

Table 3-7. Search Iteration Stopping Criteria 
N2 list cardinality * .01 
N1 list cardinality * .02 
N0 list cardinality * .05 

Stage 1’s Phases I and II run within Stage 2 and it is preferred for Stage 1 to run 

several iterations. It is also preferred that Stage 2 run several iterations within Stage 3. 

Table 3-8 presents the relative values for the time limits for each of the stages.  

Table 3-8. Elapsed Time Stopping Criteria 
Stage 1 list cardinality * 1 * 1000 
Stage 2 list cardinality * 2 * 1000 
Stage 3 list cardinality * 12 * 1000 

The exception to these stopping criteria values is: the one hundred fold increase in 

Stage 1 search iteration stopping criteria for the initial search to aid in finding a good 

starting solution and the doubling of the time stopping criteria for Stage 1 Phase I to 

reduce lateness. 

3.2.2.6   Distance Calculator 

This method is the same one used in numerous global research projects and comes 

from Vincenty’s work (1975). In essence it calculates a great circle arc between two 

locations. This is used when calculating distances from one location to another to verify it 

is within the neighborhood of possible solutions as well as calculating travel distances for 

aircraft and ships. 

3.2.2.7   Hash Function  

The hash function in Equation 3.3 is used to compare triplet solutions (see tables 

3-2 through 3-6) and ensure that the final three solutions in Stage 3 are different. 
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Each POE (i) is numbered starting with 0. The departure day (j) can also begin 

with 0. Each POE may have more than one POD (k) which are numbered starting with 0. 

For each of these triplets, the total number of RLNs assigned and the total Stons being 

transported are also considered. Since POEs and PODs are stored alphabetically and 

departure days are stored numerically, no identical solutions can be given different hash 

values, thus ensuring the ensemble of Stage 3 solutions are unique. 

3.2.3 ATS-SMMSP Outputs  

Two of the three types of outputs from this methodology were depicted in this 

chapter. Table 3-1 showed the Vehicle Routing Representation. Tables 3-2 through 3-6 

showed the Triplet Representation. The final type of output is the JOPES B-8 TPFDD 

depicted in Tables 1-1, 1-2 and 1-4. 

The improvements within and performance of ATS-SMMSP phases and stages 

are compared in Chapter 4 using the Triplet Representation. 

The TPFDDs do not retain the entire solution - only the preferred mode, ports and 

departure days. They are, however, the format needed as input for JFAST which is used 

in Chapter 4 as a comparison model. Since no change has been made to ports or modes of 

transportation until Stage 2, all TPFDDs up to that point are the same. Stage 2 produces a 

unique TPFDD and Stage 3 produces three TPFDDs. These five TPFDDs are input to 

JFAST and compared in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Results 

Chapter 3 discussed the methodology and approach of the ATS-SMMSP. This 

chapter reports the results of applying this method to a typical TPFDD, the Tunisia 

TPFDD, deploying to one region (Tunisia). 

4.1 DATA 

The Tunisia TPFDD, provided by USTRANSCOM J5, is unclassified and details 

the units, support cargo and replacement personnel deployed. USTRANSCOM also 

supplied the air and sea files. The list of all ports was provided by CAA. The Tunisia 

TPFDD has been widely used and is representative of a fairly large deployment.  
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Figure 4-1. Tunisia 

The ATS-SMMSP first reads the 21,356 lines of data in the TPFDD and retains 

only those RLNs that either needed no repair or could be repaired based on the 

techniques stated in Chapter 3. A total of 6,666 RLNs were usable for further analysis: 

4,910 ULNs, 190 PINs and 1,566 CINs. For the Tunisia scenario, there were 144 cargo 

aircraft (C-141, C-17, C-5, KC-10) and 55 (B-747) passenger aircraft. The speed of the 

cargo aircraft ranged from .74 to .77 knots (549 - 571 mph); passenger aircraft averaged 

.74 knots (549 mph). The payload ranged from 32 to 93 Stons for cargo aircraft and 92 

Stons (355 passengers) for passenger aircraft. The cargo aircraft originate at Tinker Air 

Force Base (AFB), OK and the passenger aircraft originate at Logan International 
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Airport, Boston, MA. There were no restrictions at the available ports pertaining to these 

aircraft types allowing them to pickup RLNs at any of 38 CONUS airports and unload at 

any of 23 OCONUS airports. Transit time from any CONUS to any OCONUS port was 3 

days (load, flight, unload). 

In addition to aircraft, there were 344 ships available comprising all of the 15 

different ship types. The average speed was 20.83 knots (18.1 mph) with an average 

capacity of 25,239 Stons. The ships were located at numerous locations around the world 

at the start of the model. No ships were in CONUS ports at model start. Seventy-two 

CONUS ports and 182 OCONUS ports were available. Transit time from CONUS to 

OCONUS was approximately 14 days, SPOE and SPOD dependant.  

4.2 ATS-SMMSP TUNISIA CHANGES 

4.2.1 Initial Data Repairs 

Of the 6,666 RLNs retained, 3,626 had no errors or missing values. Of these, 107 

had missing port data identified as the same as the RLN origin/destination and were 

replaced. Of the 2,933 with errors 2,478 RLNs that were repairable and modifications 

were made to: 1,226 POEs, 1,239 PODs and 435 Modes – some RLNs having multiple 

repairs made. The modifications were due to some type of location, port and/or mode 

mismatch. This affected 110 different origins, 58 different APOEs, 3 different SPOEs, 1 

APOD and 5 different SPODs. Only 455 RLNs containing errors could not be repaired 

leaving 6,211 RLNs available for the ATS-SMMSP search procedure.  

This unprecedented automated repair procedure increased the available RLNs by 

40%, a significant increase by any standard. Furthermore, the automated repair process 

identified 2,933 RLNs in need of repair and achieved an 84% repair rate, leaving only 
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455 RLNs unrepairable. In the currently used models in DOD, all 2,933 RLNs in need of 

repair would have been deleted from model consideration.  

This brief error correction phase consumed 4 minutes 00 seconds (0:04:00). 

Throughout this chapter when time parameters are presented, they will be displayed in 

this format (hh:mm:ss). 

4.2.2 Initial Vehicle Scheduling 

The RLNs from the repaired (initial) TPFDD were then scheduled to the 

appropriate POEs. Each POE was then assigned a transport vehicle based on the earliest 

RLD of any of the RLNs at that POE. If a vehicle could not reach the POE by this date 

(earliest RLD of any of the RLNs awaiting transport), the next available vehicle was 

scheduled. The objective function value, actual number of vehicles used and lateness are 

noted in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1. Initial Vehicle Usage and Lateness 
Objective Function Value 3,402,252
Cargo Aircraft 1,070
Passenger Aircraft 1,338
Ships 306
Number of Late RLNs 2,158
Total Days Late 57,408

The complete solution contains information for each RLN including: port 

assignments, departure times and arrival times. It also maintains information about the 

scheduling to include: vehicle usage and objective function values. In addition, the 

solution contains the TPFDD. This initial TPFDD is exactly the same as those that will 

be saved in both Phases of the initial Stage 1. TPFDD changes are only made to correct 

errors or when modes and/or ports are changed. Since no modes or ports are changed 

during the Stage 1 search process no TPFDD changes are made until Stage 2. Except for 
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the repairs made during the repair process, the initial TPFDD is the same as the raw 

TPFDD. 

4.2.3 First Stage 1 Phase I 

This first iteration of Stage 1 Phase I attempts to reduce the number of late RLNs 

and their total late tonnage and attempts to find a good starting solution. To facilitate this 

effort, the neighborhood of RLNs was restricted to only late RLNs (arriving beyond the 

LAD) and the terminating criteria parameters increased as detailed in Chapter 3. The 

Stage 1 Phase I stopping criteria limits and values attained are given in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2. Stage 1 Phase I Stopping Criteria Values 
 Limits Actual 
Time 1:11:56 1:11:56
Max Iterations 10,790 2,003
Max Iterations with no Improvement 4,316 234
Max Iterations with no change to Best 2,158 234

Phase I terminated due to the time constraint. Improvements were made to all 

categories except number of ship legs. Table 4-3 provides details on the solution at this 

point in the search. The most significant improvement was a 79.9% decrease in total 

number of days late.  

Table 4-3. First Stage 1 Phase I Vehicle Usage and Lateness  
 Results Improvement 
Objective Function Value 620,347 81.77%
Cargo Aircraft 927 13.36%
Passenger Aircraft 1,042 22.12%
Ships 306 0.00%
Number of Late RLNs 1,339 37.95%
Total Days Late 11,535 79.91%

4.2.4 First Stage 1 Phase II 

Since the first objective of all RLNs arriving on time was currently unattainable 

(1,339 RLNs still late), the secondary objective of reducing aircraft usage was invoked 
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and the search neighborhood increased to all RLNs. Stage 1 Phase II began with the best 

overall solution which was found in Stage 1 Phase I. The Stage 1 Phase II stopping 

criteria limits and values attained are presented in Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4. Stage 1 Phase II Stopping Criteria Values 
 Limits Actual 
Time 1:43:31 0:12:28
Max Iterations 3,106 3,106
Max Iterations with no Improvement 1,242 988
Max Iterations with no change to Best 621 24

Phase II terminated due to attempting the maximum number of moves. All 

categories improved except for a slight increase in the number of late RLNs. Table 4-5 

gives details on the solution at this point in the search. Since aircraft are 10 times more 

costly than ships and are normally the resource dictating the critical path, the 13.27% 

decrease in cargo aircraft is more important than the 26.8% ship reduction.  

Table 4-5. First Stage 1 Phase II Vehicle Usage and Lateness 
 Results Improvement 
Objective Function Value 618,289 0.33%
Cargo Aircraft 804 13.27%
Passenger Aircraft 985 5.47%
Ships 224 26.80%
Number of Late RLNs 1,354 -1.12%
Total Days Late 11,414 1.05%

4.2.5 Stage 2 

Changing port assignments allows further improvements to the solution. Stage 2 

considers each and every RLN move which changes the RLN’s POE or POD while 

preserving the transport mode. The neighborhood was restricted to ports within the 

distances specified in Chapter 3. Stage 2 began with the best overall solution which was 

found in the first iteration of Stage 1.  

During Stage 2 several iterations of this port replacement procedure were 

executed and after each iteration (when all stopping criteria except time were reached) 
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Stage 1 was executed. Once the time stopping criteria was reached, Stage 2 terminated. 

The actual Stage 2 and Stage 1, Phase II stopping criteria limits are listed in Table 4-6. 

Stage 1, Phase I values changed as the number of late RLNs changed. The limits at 

iteration 5 are shown in this table. Stage 2 and both Phases of Stage 1 were executed ten 

times prior to the Stage 2 time limit being reached. 

 Table 4-6. Stage 2 Stopping Criteria Values 
 Limits 
 Stage 2 Stage 1 

Phase 1
Stage 1 
Phase 2 

Time 3:27:02 0:20:03 1:43:31 
Max Iterations 310 602 311 
Max Iterations with no Improvement 124 241 124 
Max Iterations with no change to Best 62 120 62 

Stage 2 terminated (as designed) due to reaching the time stopping criteria. 

Improvements were made to all categories. The most significant improvement was a 

35.16% improvement in the objective function value. The objective function value, actual 

vehicles used, lateness and improvements are reflected in Table 4-7.  

Table 4-7. First Stage 2 Vehicle Usage and Lateness 
 Results Improvement 
Objective Function Value 400,879 35.16%
Cargo Aircraft 794 1.24%
Passenger Aircraft 969 1.62%
Ships 223 0.45%
Number of Late RLNs 1,218 10.04%
Total Days Late 8,944 21.64%

Just as with the data repair procedure, this procedure is the first demonstration of 

a port replacement heuristic within Strategic Mobility Modeling. The reductions in 

lateness and vehicle usage demonstrate the importance and capabilities of this method 

when applied to the SMMSP. This reduction in number of late RLNs, total days late and 

additional ship and aircraft reductions are not possible in current DOD Strategic Mobility 

models. 
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Following an initial steep drop, the objective function values at the start of each 

Stage/Phase oscillated as the search process attempted to improve the best solution. 

Figure 4-2 pictorially illustrates this oscillation where solid points are achieved by Stage 

1 and “open” points were achieved by Phase 2. The large open point was the best solution 

found (at iteration 8 with a value of 400,879). This value is saved as the best solution 

where ports were changed but the transport mode was preserved. 

Figure 4-2. Starting values for initial Stage 2 search 

4.2.6 Stage 3 

Stage 3 investigates improvements when not only may ports be changed but also 

the pre-specified transport mode may be changed. After each iteration of Stage 3 (all 

stopping criteria reached except time), Stage 2 is executed and within Stage 2, Stage 1 is 

executed. During Stage 3 the best three solutions were saved to allow a “course of action” 

(COA) analysis among the “no restriction" solutions. This process of comparing plans 

prior to a decision of plan execution is basic to military planning doctrine. COA is also 

Initial Stage 2 Search

400,879
400,000
401,000
402,000
403,000
404,000
405,000
406,000
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408,000
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411,000
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studied in every professional development program for military officers. The results of 

this research provides examples of improvements to current plans aiding the COA 

analyst. 

The Stage 3 stopping criteria limits are given in Table 4-8. Stage 3 was executed 

six times and within each such execution, Stages 1 and 2 were each executed ten times 

prior to the Stage 3 time stopping criteria being reached. Stage 1 and 2 criteria remain 

unchanged.  

Table 4-8. Stage 3 Stopping Criteria Values 
 Stage 3
Time 20:42:12
Max Iterations 310
Max Iterations with no Improvement 124
Max Iterations with no change to Best 62

Stage 3 terminated (as designed) due to reaching the time stopping criterion. The 

best solution was found at 15:43:59. Improvements were made to all categories except 

passenger aircraft usage. The most significant improvement was a 19.12% improvement 

in the objective function value. The objective function value, actual vehicles used, 

lateness and improvements are reflected in Table 4-9. 

 Table 4-9. Stage 3 Vehicle Usage and Lateness 
 Results Improvement 
Objective Function Value 324,234 19.12%
Cargo Aircraft 1,020 -28.46%
Passenger Aircraft 969 0.00%
Ships 209 6.28%
Number of Late RLNs 1,143 6.16%
Total Days Late 8,625 3.57%

Just as in the data repair procedure and Stage 2, this procedure is the first 

demonstration of a mode replacement heuristic within Strategic Mobility Modeling. The 

improvements shown in reduction of lateness using this method demonstrate the 

importance and capabilities of this method when applied to the SMMSP. 
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Figure 4-3 pictures the objective function values at the end of each Stage search 

for the entire ATS-SMMSP. The six iterations of Stage 3 in this figure are evident by the 

groupings of starting values. The large open point on the graph indicates when the best 

objective function value was first found (at Stage 3 iteration 4, Stage 2 iteration 7). This 

value is saved as the best solution. Two more unique different solutions with the same 

value were found during Phase II within Stage 3 iteration 4, Stage 2 iteration 7. These 

were also saved for possible COA analysis. 

Figure 4-3. Stage 3 Starting Values. 

4.2.7 TPFDD Changes 

 As discussed previously, each method when applied made improvements from 

its predecessor as different constraints were lifted during the subsequent Stages. Although 

Stage 3 did not achieve the lowest values in all areas, it did achieve the best overall 

objective function value (324,234). 

Stage 1 (column S to S1) changed 2,585 RLNs. During Stage 2 (column S1 to S2) 

a total of 152 additional changes were made to the TPFDD. Stage 3 (column S2 to S3) 
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changed another 58 RLNs. The total changes from the starting TPFDD (Tunisia) to the 

end of Stage 3 (column S to S3) included 2,709 RLN changes with some RLNs having 

multiple values changed. Table 4-4 shows how each of the different procedures affected 

the TPFDD. 

Table 4-10. TPFDD Changes  
 S to S1 S1 to S2 S2 to S3 S to S3 S to S2 S1 to S3 
Total TPFDD Changes 2,585 152 58 2,709 2,704 199
POE Changes 1,226 51 46 1,312 1,273 96
POD Changes 1,239 137 58 1,357 1,376 184
Mode Changes 435 0 34 413 435 34

The changes made to the TPFDD in the data correcting procedure are reflected in 

Stage 1 (column S to S1). For this reason and for clarity in comparison, this TPFDD is 

referred to as Stage 1 in this comparison section. The error correcting changes in the data 

correcting procedure had the largest impact on the TPFDD. All but the 107 missing 

replicated port data changes are repairs and uniquely attributable to the new technique 

outlined in this research.  

Additional changes were made to ports in Stage 2 which was restricted from 

changing the mode. Stage 3 was allowed to make changes to all areas and chose to do so. 

The last column shows how the best solution differed from the starting (Tunisia) TPFDD.  

Of particular note is that changes in one Stage do not prevent a subsequent Stage 

from changing them back as noted in the S1 to S3 column. Stage 3, although having 

changed values from what they were in Stage 2, changed them back to what they were in 

Stage 1. Note POD changes of 137 and 58. If values were not changed back to what they 

were in Stage 1, the Stage 1 to Stage 3 column would reflect 195 changes yet only 184 

are reported because 11 PODs changed back to their Stage 1 values. 
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4.3 QUICK LOOK TUNISIA 

Quick Look is a flow model used to identify lower bounds and determine if 

additional analysis might be fruitful. Although exact comparisons with TPFDDs are not 

possible, it does assist in helping to identify the lower bound. The changes made during 

the ATS-SMMSP would not change the Quick Look inputs and thus there would be no 

change to the Quick Look analysis when using the different Stage TPFDDs. 

None of Quick Look’s default data was changed. The only changes made were to 

the Vehicle Fleets and Movement Requirement. It took approximately two hours to input 

all data into the spreadsheet. Most of that time was expended in calculating numbers of 

ship by type specified in Quick Look and number of units in the TPFDD based on unit 

types in the tool. There was no noticeable run time by Quick Look as it calculated results 

as soon as the data was submitted. 

Sealift fleet assets were calculated and entered as: 8 FSS, 35 LMSR, 33 RORO, 

41 HSS, 17 VISA. Ships with limited usage were eliminated. The airlift fleet consisted 

of: 26 C-141, 16 C-17, 20 C-5, 18 KC-10, 30 PAX. The ramp up in Airlift 

Apportionment was used to match aircraft availability which incremented over time. By 

day 20 all aircraft were available. The TPFDD movement requirement was: 23 Heavy 

Brigades, 8 Air Assault Brigades, 4 Light Brigades and 4 Airborne Brigades. 
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Figure 4-4. Quick Look Results 

With no SPOD berth restrictions, the best Quick Look closure is 117 days using 

both air and sea lift assets. However, Quick Look determined a need for 528 berths. 

Quick Look uses a default of 3 berths in theater. The Tunisia TPFDD only identified two 

sea ports in the country of Tunisia. However, not all RLNs are destined for Tunisia, but 

may have a destination somewhere else in the region. There is also one sea port in Italy, 

Spain and in the Western Mediterranean, respectively (totaling 3 berths more). Using the 

three berth Quick Look parameter and assuming all 3 berths were efficiently used each 

day the quickest delivery would take 179 days (528 / 3 = 179) plus at least 14 days 

sailing totaling (193 days). The latest RDD of all RLNs is 150. Quick Look indicates that 

it is impossible to satisfy all RLN RDDs and several items would arrive more than 29 

days beyond their RDD.  
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Exact comparisons between Quick Look and the ATS-SMMSP results are 

impossible. However, using averages, 16% of all RLNs shipped (1,006 RLNs – 508 sea 

and 498 air) would be late. Using a uniform distribution (as in Quick Look), the lower 

bound on average RLN lateness is 8 days. Table 4-11 pictures the lateness using Quick 

Look and compares it to each Stage in ATS-SMMSP.  

Table 4-11. Quick Look and ATS-SMMSP Lateness Results 
 # Late RLNs Avg. Days Late Total Lateness 
Stage 1 1,354 8.4 11,414 
Stage 2 1,218 7.3 8,944 
Stage 3 1,143 7.5 8,625 
Quick Look 1,006 8 8,048 

These results indicate that ATS-SMMSP is reasonably consistent with the quite 

optimistic lower bounds provided by Quick Look. The relaxations associated with Stages 

2 and 3 actually allow a noticeable decrease in the average days late per late RLN. 

4.4 JFAST TUNISIA  

Each ATS-SMMSP Stage output TPFDD was used as an input TPFDD in JFAST 

and compared to the original TPFDD (090TP) using JFAST’s Airflow Estimator (Air-E) 

and its Quick Scheduler (Air-Q). The Full Scheduler was not used in this analysis since 

this method takes significantly longer to run in JFAST and makes use of in-route 

constraints not used in the ATS-SMMSP research. JFAST’s Ground and Sea results are 

not affected by changing which air method is used. 

There are several screens of input for this tool. In most cases, the defaults were 

used. In loading the TPFDD, all defaults were used:  
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Table 4-12. JFAST Loading Parameters 
Loading Parameter Default Value 
Airlift EAD-LAD window 3 
Sealift EAD-LAD window 7 
Maximum sea passengers 3 

The only edits to the Strategic Deployment Phase inputs were in lengthening the 

allowable time for movement. Ground movement was allowed 150 days, air was allowed 

360 days and ships were allowed 410 sailing legs. The ship minimum load was not 

changed from 5%. 

When the Airflow Estimator method was run, default ramping was used rather 

than en-routes with a maximum of 50 days lateness before the item was shortfalled. 

When the Air-Q was used, all three options were turned on: use ATC spacing, use MOG 

and use UTE rates. 

The November 12, 2003 TUCHA was used - the Level 3 and 4 equipment listing 

for units and unit types in the TPFDD. The TUCHA is used in JFAST for loading of 

RLNs and attempting to calculate dimensions of items being loaded to not exceed 

dimension limitations on aircraft and ships. 

4.4.1 Tunisia 090TP, Base  

There are several Tunisia TPFDDs used for analysis. The specific one used for 

this research is TPFDD007139002838 090TP, referred to as the base TPFDD. This 

TPFDD was initially modeled with JFAST without any changes. Figure 4-5 below shows 

the JFAST main window with results from the base TPFDD using Air-Q. 
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Figure 4-5. JFAST Quick Scheduler Results 

Of note in Figure 4-5 are the different numbers and Stons being transported by 

category and by mode. It also shows how much was delivered on time, late or not 

delivered. These results are from the base TPFDD prior to any error correction done in 

SMMSP. All but four of the values in the first column (Total Required) in Figure 4-5 are 

smaller than those in the following analysis sections due to the errors in this TPFDD. The 

TPFDDs in the following sections attempt to transport the larger (repaired) TPFDDs. 

There are many sub-categories displayed in this window however, the comparison 

analysis will address the three sections (Ground, Air and Sea) by total Stons and 

passengers rather than comparing each subcategory.  
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Of the 1,290,140 Stons qualified for movement by ground, only 145,652 arrived 

at the POE on time to make the RLNs’ RLD. Another 350,712 Stons did not arrive within 

the 150 days allotted. Overall 45% of the Stons and 3% of the passengers were late to the 

POEs with 27% of the Stons and less than 1% of the passengers shortfalling (never 

arriving). This analysis is summarized in Table 4-13 below. 

Table 4-13. Base TPFDD in JFAST 
  Qualified Late Shortfall % Late % Shortfall 

Ground Stons 1,290,140 634,860 350,712 49% 27%
Ground Pax 151,562 5,265 645 3% 0.4%
Air-E Stons 28,677 16,709 640 48% 3%
Air-E Pax 120,199 12,802 13,189 11% 10%
Air-Q Stons 28,677 2,740 3,211 10% 11%
Air-Q Pax 120,199 491 19,777 0.4% 16%
Sea Stons 12,065,988 3,165,130 7,932,915 26% 66%

Using Air-Q an overall of 26% the S-tonnage was late, 24% using Air-E. In 

addition to the lateness, 66% was shortfalled in Air-Q and 59% using Air-E. Passengers 

faired better with 8% late using Air-Q and 5% using Air-E. 

JFAST executes this model relatively quickly. The ground model runs in just over 

two minutes (2:03), the Air-E takes around seven seconds (0:07), the Air-Q around four 

minutes (3:48) and the sea scheduler takes almost three minutes (2:54). Overall, the 

model took less than 10 minutes for each run. The subsequent TPFDDs varied less than 

one minute for each section with the longest run taking less than 12 minutes. Since the 

time differences were insignificant, additional analysis will not include run time 

comparisons. 

4.4.2 Stage 1 in JFAST 

The error correcting phase of ATS-SMMSP resulted in a significant increase in 

qualified S-tonnage and pax for Stage 1 and beyond as reflected in Table 4-14. The 
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number of Stons and pax qualified for movement in Air-Q and Air-E are the same, so not 

repeated in Table 4-14. 

Table 4-14. Increase in Qualified due to QTS-SMMSP Error Correction Procedure 
  Base Qualified Stage 1 Qualified Increase 
Ground STon 1,290,140 1,469,364 179,224 
Ground Pax 151,562 207,949 56,387 
Air STon 28,677 25,483 -3,194 
Air Pax 120,199 167,388 47,189 
Sea STon 12,065,988 17,098,647 5,032,659 

Changes within Stage 1 do not change the ports or modes and therefore do not 

change the TPFDD so all TPFDDs from the initial Stage 1 have the same result when 

applied to JFAST. For this reason, only one TPFDD from Stage 1 is inputted in JFAST 

for comparison. The results from JFAST are shown in Table 4-15. The additional column 

shows how much more arrived on time from the on time arrivals in the base TPFDD. 

Since ATS-SMMSP repaired the files, now much more hit the target window (within 

LAD). As noted in the previous explanation of the data in the JFAST table, there is a lot 

of data that can be analyzed. This research focuses on late arrivals, so the remainder of 

this analysis will be limited to lateness differences in the model results. 

Table 4-15. JFAST Stage 1 

  Qualified On Time 
Additional 
On Time Shortfall % Late % Shortfall 

Ground Stons 1,469,364 587,035 227,049 450,379 40% 31% 
Ground Pax 207,949 5,363 56,289 1,102 3% 1% 
Air-E Stons 25,483 14,365 -850 497 56% 2% 
Air-E Pax 167,388 79,527 -19,536 14,310 48% 9% 
Air-Q Stons 25,483 4,992 -5,446 2,379 20% 9% 
Air-Q Pax 167,388 9,069 38,611 20,743 5% 12% 
Sea Stons 17,098,647 3,429,439 4,768,350 8,234,448 20% 48% 

Of note in this table are the increases in Qualified Requirements from the base 

TPFDD results in Table 4-13. These RLNs were repaired in Stage 1. The negative ( - ) 

numbers in the Additional column indicate more lateness where the positive numbers 
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indicate more RLNs arriving on time than previously - even with the greater amount of 

items to transport. A total of 38,611 more passengers and 4,762,904 more Stons (air and 

sea) arrive on time in this TPFDD when compared to the base using Air-Q. This 

improved arrival (decrease of lateness) is due solely to repairing the TPFDD within ATS-

SMMSP. The repairs were done based on simple rules of replacement. A more advanced 

repair method with a user interface could have more significant improvements when the 

TPFDD is then modeled in JFAST. 

4.4.3 Stage 2 

Stage 2 made several changes to the TPFDD from Stage 1. The TPFDD used in 

this analysis reflects the POE and POD changes made in Stage 2. The results from JFAST 

using the Stage 2 TPFDD are shown in Table 4-16 below. The additional column depicts 

improvements from the base TPFDD. 

Table 4-16. JFAST Stage 2 

  Qualified On Time 
Additional 

On Time Shortfall % Late % Shortfall 
Ground Stons 1,469,364 587,033 227,051 450,379 40% 31% 
Ground Pax 207,948 5,361 56,290 1,102 3% 1% 
Air-E Stons 25,483 14,057 -542 498 55% 2% 
Air-E Pax 167,387 76,871 -16,881 14,187 46% 8% 
Air-Q Stons 25,483 4,997 -5,451 2,396 20% 9% 
Air-Q Pax 167,387 8,325 39,354 20,578 5% 12% 
Sea Stons 17,098,647 3,429,439 4,768,350 8,234,448 20% 48% 

The results using this TPFDD are also a significant improvement from the base 

TPFDD and show a slight improvement from Stage 1. There were 39,354 more 

passengers arriving on time and 4,762,899 Stons arriving on time when compared to the 

base (Quick Scheduler). When compared to the Stage 1 TPFDD, there were 744 more 

passengers arriving on time but five fewer Stons arriving on time. Since passengers are 

assumed to weigh 400lbs, the improvement of 149 passenger Stons more than 

compensates for the loss of 5 cargo Stons. What is not shown on this chart is the number 
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of days late the items are arriving. Comparing the lateness results by mode and days late 

to base would skew the comparison due to the significantly fewer RLNs being considered 

for transport, therefore Stage 1 is used for comparison with Stage 2 and 3. Table 4-17 

below breaks down the late arriving RLNs by days late for air and sea. 

Table 4-17. JFAST Stage 1 and 2 by Cargo category by Days Late 
  Days Stage 1 Stage 2 Differences Weighted Lateness 

1 7,471 6,727 -744 -149 
2 1,448 1,448 0 0 

3-5 0 0 0 0 Pax 

6-9 150 150 0 0 
1 2,473 2,503 30 30 
2 1,233 963 -270 -540 

3-5 625 865 240 960 
Air 

Stons 
6-9 656 661 5 38 
1-2 69,202 69,202 0 0 
3-5 135,202 135,202 0 0 
6-9 104,145 104,145 0 0 

Sea 
Stons 

10+ 3,120,888 3,120,888 0 0 

Stage 2 improved passenger arrival by making 744 passengers that were 1 day 

late on time. The air S-tonnage decreased by 5 tons and there was no change to lateness 

in sea S-tonnage. However, even with more items arriving on time, the total lateness of 

the items that were late worsened slightly. Using a similar calculation to the one 

(LateDays*Stons) used in ATS-SMMSP the number of items multiplied by the average 

days late (NumberLate*LateDays) shows a increase in lateness from Stage 1 to Stage 2 of 

339 late Stons-Days (0.001%). If the tonnage and exact lateness (rather than lateness 

window) of these items were known specifically, an exact comparison could be made to 

the ATS-SMMSP objective function. 
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4.4.4 Stage 3 

Stage 3 made several changes to the TPFDD from Stage 2 and from Stage 1. The 

TPFDD used in this analysis reflects the POE, POD and mode changes made in Stage 3. 

The results from JFAST using the Stage 3 TPFDD are shown in Table 4-18 below. 

Table 4-18. JFAST Stage 3 

  Qualified On Time 
Additional 
On Time Shortfall % Late % Shortfall 

Ground Stons 1,469,364 585,991 228,093 448,399 40% 31% 
Ground Pax 207,948 5,361 56,290 1,102 3% 1% 
Air-E Stons 25,483 14,339 -824 498 56% 2% 
Air-E Pax 167,387 80,395 -20,405 14,187 48% 8% 
Air-Q Stons 25,483 4,997 -5,451 2,396 20% 9% 
Air-Q Pax 167,387 8,325 39,354 20,578 5% 12% 
Sea Stons 17,161,007 3,370,599 4,889,550 8,146,142 20% 47% 

The results using this TPFDD are also a significant improvement from the base 

TPFDD and show a slight improvement from Stage 2. There were no changes from Stage 

2 to Stage 3 pertaining to passenger lateness. The changes in cargo Stons are reflected in 

Table 4-19. 
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Table 4-19. JFAST Stage 2 and 3 by Cargo Category by Days Late 
  Days Stage 2 Stage 3 Differences Weighted Lateness 

1 6,727 6,727 0 0 
2 1,448 1,448 0 0 

3-5 0 0 0 0 Pax 

6-9 150 150 0 0 
1 2,503 1,678 -825 -825 
2 963 800 -163 -326 

3-5 865 468 -397 -1,588 
Air 

Stons 
6-9 661 661 0 0 
1-2 69,202 23,170 -46,032 -69,048 
3-5 135,202 135,202 0 0 
6-9 104,145 68,421 -35,724 -267,930 

Sea 
Stons 

10+ 3,120,888 3,143,804 22,916 229,160 

There was an reduction of 1,385 air Stons and 58,840 sea Stons. Using the late 

day formula a total of 110,218 late Stons-Days were reduced from Stage 2 to Stage 3. 

The total reduction from Stage 1 to Stage 3 is reflected in Table 4-20. 

Table 4-20. JFAST Stage 1 and 3 by Cargo Category by Days Late 
  Days Stage 1 Stage 3 Differences Weighted Lateness 

1 7,471 6,727 -744 -149 
2 1,448 1,448 0 0 

3-5 0 0 0 0 Pax 

6-9 150 150 0 0 
1 2,473 1,678 -795 -795 
2 1,233 800 -433 -866 

3-5 625 468 -157 -628 
Air 

Stons 
6-9 656 661 5 38 
1-2 69,202 23,170 -46,032 -69,048 
3-5 135,202 135,202 0 0 
6-9 104,145 68,421 -35,724 -267,930 

Sea 
Stons 

10+ 3,120,888 3,143,804 22,916 229,160 

Overall S-tonnage decreased by 2,124 air Stons, 58,584 sea Stons and 744 pax. 

Using the late day formula a total of 110,557 late Stons-Days were reduced from Stage 1 

to Stage 3. 

There were improvements in both air and sea modes. Generally there are both 

fewer items arriving late in Stage 3 and they are arriving closer to their LAD than those 
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items in Stage 1. The exception is the five items in the 6-9 day window for air cargo and 

the 10+ day window for sea cargo. Using the modified objective function, there is a 

distinct improvement as the ATS-SMMSP TPFDDs progress.  

4.4.5 A Brief Sensitivity Analysis of the Results from the Tunisia TPFDD 

Due to national security issues, the Tunisia TPFDD was the only TPFDD of 

practical size that could be released in an unclassified form for this research. This 

precluded the possibility of testing the ATS-SMMSP on an ensemble of scenarios. To 

partially rectify this restriction, the ATS-SMMSP was applied to a selected set of variants 

of the SMMSP as applied to the Tunisia TPFDD. The following sections compare the 

different variants in each of the SMMSP stages.  

The selected Tunisia variants are designed to study the effects of transportation 

resource availability by creating four different scenarios based on availabilities of aircraft 

and ships. Both aircraft and ship availabilities are separately perturbed (uniformly across 

all vehicle types), from the well studied base case, in two ways (1) by tripling availability 

and (2) by reducing availability to one-third of the base case. Imposing these 

perturbations, one at a time, yields four distinct variants to the original scenario. The fifth 

and final variant doubles the distance limits on the possible port changes in Stages 2 and 

3.  

An interaction effect associated with changing transport resource limitations was 

observed. When fewer resources cause more late RLNs, other on time RLNs are 

indirectly affected because the algorithm spends more time attempting to rectify the 

additional late items rather than addressing improvements such as trip reductions 

associated with the on time items. This is evident in the variants where the aircraft and 

ships are reduced resulting in more items being late than in the base case and the quantity 

of trips for the non-reduced vehicle type does not reach the levels of that in the base case.  
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4.4.5.1   Results from the Initial Assignment Algorithm for the Base Case Variants  

Table 4-21. Results of Initial Assignment Algorithm 
 Base 3 Air 1/3 Air 3 Ship 1/3 Ship 2 Dist 

# Late RLNs 2,158 1,441 2,696 2,106 3,367 2,158 
Cargo Trips 1,070 1,411 846 1,070 1,070 1,070 
Pax Trips 1,338 1,338 1,338 1,338 1,338 1,338 
Sea Trips 306 306 306 302 301 306 
Unused Cargo Aircraft 0 186 0 0 0 0 
Unused Pax Aircraft 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unused Ships 130 130 130 819 6 130 
Days Late 57,408 10,654 224,187 56,720 88,685 57,408 
Ston * Days Late 3,377,996 837,454 12,224,763 3,258,689 23,514,974 3,377,996 
Obj Function 3,402,252 864,934 12,246,779 3,282,252 23,529,249 3,402,252 
Time to TS 5:16 5:22 5:19 5:27 5:17 5:12 

Table 4-21 presents the results of initial assignment algorithm for the first four 

variants and base scenarios. Tripling the number of cargo aircraft resulted in only 246 

being used and all cargo RLNs arrived within their LAD. More trips (341) were 

employed because more aircraft were readily available to service RLNs on their ALD.  

In all variants PAX used all available aircraft and required the same number of 

trips. This revalidates that the available date of the PAX is the primary determining factor 

in their delivery schedule and lateness. 

Lateness greatly increased when fewer aircraft were available. Cargo aircraft flew 

fewer trips and more RLNs were forced to wait for available aircraft. When these aircraft 

finally arrived they were filled closer to capacity. The associated delays resulted in an 

additional 538 late RLNs. 

Tripling the number of ships caused four fewer trips to be taken (because larger 

and faster ships were available) and only marginally affected the results. This increase in 

available ships caused more RLNs to leave earlier and reduced the RLNs that were late 

from 2,158 to 2,106. 
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The reduction of available ships had the greatest impact on RLNs causing an 

additional 1,209 RLNs to be late. As most RLNs traveling by ship are significantly 

heavier than those traveling by aircraft, the impact on the objective function was 

immense.  

Doubling the distances allowed for port changes, the final variant did not come 

into play until Stage 2.  Discussion of that variant is deferred until later. 

4.4.5.2   Variants in Stage 1 

Table 4-22. Stage 1 Scenario Variants 
 Base 3 Air 1/3 Air 3 Ship 1/3 Ship 
Time Elapsed 1:43:31 1:43:31 1:43:31 1:43:31 1:43:31 
# Late RLNs 1,354 699 2,417 1,301 2,458 
Cargo Trips 804 812 851 808 1,070 
Pax Trips 985 1,044 979 987 1,147 
Sea Trips 224 226 276 228 215 
Days Late 11,414 3,310 48,664 10,860 41,413 
Ston * Days Late 600,718 294,419 2,134,403 531,823 8,183,023 
Obj Function 618,289 312,264 2,152,617 548,770 8,205,091 
Time Cumulative 3:00:48 2:36:56 3:18:45 2:59:12 3:41:03 

As anticipated and detailed in Table 4-22, the results from all vehicle variants 

experienced significant improvements in this stage. Those variants that increased the 

number of vehicles available performed significantly better than the base case while those 

that reduced the number of available vehicles performed significantly poorer. 

The 1/3 Air variant demonstrates the synergistic affect of the model concentrating 

on reducing the Ston* Days Late portion of the objective function at the expense of the 

lesser objective function contributors of vehicle trips. In this variant, there were 

significantly more late RLNs and days late than in the base case. The SMMSP 

concentrated on reducing this lateness rather than reducing vehicle trips. The impact did 

cause a significant reduction in the objective function from Table 4-21, but not a 

significant reduction in trips. 
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4.4.5.3   Variants in Stage 2 

Table 4-23. Stage 2 Scenario Variants 
 Base 3 Air 1/3 Air 3 Ship 1/3 Ship 2 Dist
Time Elapsed 3:34:08 3:27:45 3:32:41 3:30:57 3:41:33 3:43:16
# Late RLNs 1,216 538 2,210 1,176 2,254 1,176
Cargo Trips 793 803 848 795 918 790
Pax Trips 970 1,031 958 971 1,093 962
Sea Trips 223 224 276 227 215 224
Days Late 8,944 1,958 39,965 8,755 34,003 7,848
Ston * Days Late 383,569 172,859 1,430,493 365,487 7,623,256 333,467
Obj Function 400,879 190,482 1,448,418 382,143 7,643,264 350,668
Time Cumulative 5:04:32 6:05:10 6:51:51 6:30:35 7:23:01 6:44:22

As detailed in Table 4-23, the three variants with increased resources or neighborhoods 

yield superior results compared to the base case. The two variants with decreased 

resources perform worse than the base case. The significant improvements in the 3 Air 

variant indicates that aircraft availability is the primary bottleneck in this particular 

TPFDD although the number of ships and the distance limitations allow some 

improvement from the base. 

4.4.5.4   Variants in Stage 3 

Table 4-24. Stage 3 Scenario Variants 
 Base 3 Air 1/3 Air 3 Ship 1/3 Ship 2 Dist
# Late RLNs 1,143 387 2,096 1,109 2,168 1,089 
Cargo Trips 1,020 944 815 912 1,705 1,064
Pax Trips 969 1,020 934 967 1,001 961
Sea Trips 209 205 272 201 197 207
Days Late 8,625 1,322 37,337 8,430 30,390 7,458
Ston * Days Late 304,678 90,018 1,337,247 299,205 5,406,441 218,521
Obj Function 324,234 108,922 1,354,598 316,965 5,433,381 238,435
Time Cumulative 24:38:45 21:49:55 23:20:45 22:51:18 23:43:16 24:52:15

As detailed in Table 4-24, once more, the three variants with increased resources 

or neighborhoods yield superior results and the two variants with decreased resources 

perform worse than the base case. The far and above best performer was 3 Air which 

improved the objective function 3 fold with only 387 late RLNs. 
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This sensitivity analysis demonstrates the impacts of adding and deleting vehicle 

resources as well as increasing the search neighborhood. It also demonstrates how 

lateness is significantly impacted by the availability of these vehicles and although costly, 

increasing aircraft availability results in a vast improvement of RLNs meeting their LAD. 

Lastly, the synergistic affect and implications on other resources and overall lateness is 

evident in comparing the details of each of these variants to the base. 

4.5 SUMMARY 

The ATS-SMMSP made improvements to the TPFDD in each Stage and Phase of 

its search process.  

Quick Look provided lower bounds for the problem and ATS-SMMSP produced 

results that compare well with those comparatively weak lower bounds.  

Using JFAST, each of the ATS-SMMSP outputs showed an improvement over 

the 090TP and also to the previous ATS-SMMSP TPFDDs. However, JFAST never 

achieved reductions in Stons comparable to those found by ATS-SMMSP. Table 4-25 (in 

1,000 Stons) below shows the lateness and shortfall combined by passengers and Stons in 

the JFAST runs and the ATS-SMMSP runs. 

Table 4-25. Passenger and Cargo Ston (in 1,000 Stons) Arrival Violations 
 Cargo Stons Passenger Stons Total Stons 
 JFAST SMMSP JFAST SMMSP JFAST SMMSP 
Stage 1 11,894 47 6 14 11,900 61 
Stage 2 11,894 35 6 13 11,900 48 
Stage 3 11,827 17 6 13 11,833 30 

The significant difference in the lateness in each of the compared TPFDDs is due 

to the greedy scheduling process used in JFAST compared to the TS heuristic used in 

ATS-SMMSP. The number of late passenger Stons are higher in ATS-SMMSP, however 

with each passenger weighing 400 lbs, it takes 5 passengers to equate to one Ston. Even 
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with the late ATS-SMMSP passenger Stons exceeding the late JFAST passenger S-

tonnage, the total Stons in the JFAST results greatly exceeded ATS-SMMSP in lateness. 

The performance of ATS-SMMSP and its unique enhancements to Strategic 

Mobility as well as implications for future research are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5:  Research Contributions and Future Research 

Chapter 4 presented the results of applying the ATS-SMMSP to a TPFDD 

(Tunisia) widely used in DOD. It then compared each of the results of ATS-SMMSP to 

the results using the Quick Look flow model and JFAST. This chapter discusses the 

unique contributions of this research and presents directions for future research within the 

fields of Strategic Mobility and ATS. 

5.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 

In addition to successfully attacking a new, previously unstudied problem, this 

research presented five not previously modeled improvements to Strategic Mobility 

Modeling with each showing significant unique enhancements to the field:  

• automated repair 

• TS scheduling 

• port modifications 

• mode modifications 

• SMM synthesis  

5.1.1 Automated TPFDD Editor 

Currently errors in the TPFDD result in the associated records not being 

considered for movement. The error correcting procedure introduced herein resulted in a 

40% increase in available RLNs.  

Although not all errors can be automatically corrected, error correcting assistance 

tools need to be included in Strategic Mobility Models. These tools should give the user 

options on which types of errors should be automatically corrected, which types should 
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be brought to the attention of the modeler and which types should be ignored. This tool 

should also allow the modeler to choose how the error should be addressed. 

5.1.2 Tabu Search Methodology 

Two inter-related aspects of SMM are the limited transportation aircraft 

availability and the almost unanimous lateness of RLNs in TPFDDs. Although the use of 

aircraft significantly reduces the lateness of RLNs, these aircraft are not only very 

expensive to purchase, but also very expensive to use. This results in a conflict between 

two communities: those that own and manage the aircraft and those whose plans are 

dependent on the scheduled arrival of these RLNs.  

This research demonstrated the first application of a non-greedy approach to 

strategically scheduling these RLNs. Table 4-21 depicted the comparison of lateness of 

RLN Stons between this TS procedure and JFAST. This more than 200 fold decrease in 

Stons violations demonstrates the potential for using a TS approach to SMM scheduling. 

5.1.3 Port Modifications 

The development of a TPFDD includes the assigning of ports to each RLN. This 

research demonstrated that the assignment in this TPFDD was not optimal. The ability to 

modify the commander selected port showed a greater than 20% reduction in the total 

days late and a greater than 10% reduction in the number of late RLNs as shown in Table 

4-7.  

Additional considerations need to be considered when managing port re-

assignments. In this procedure, all RLNs were available for port modifications. A tool 

should be available for TPFDD modelers to manage these RLNs in accordance with the 

intended plan for security or employment considerations. This must include allowing the 

modeler to mark specific RLNs or groups of RLNs to be limited to specific ports. In 
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addition, the modeler should be allowed to require specific RLN groups to use the same 

ports.  

5.1.4 Mode Modification 

Just as the ports are pre-selected by the TPFDD modelers, so are the modes of 

transport of these RLNs. Allowing the model to move all RLNs except passengers from 

one mode to another demonstrated additional reductions in RLN days late and total late 

tonnage and improvements in number of RLNs on time. 

It could also be beneficial to the modeler to be able to manage by specific RLNs 

in the same manner as suggested for RLN port assignment management. 

5.1.5 SMP Synthesis 

ATS-SMMSP is the first attempt at a holistic approach to this problem. Several 

other modeling tools address SMM. There are no automated error correction methods 

currently in use. However, a new model has recently been introduced in demonstration 

mode that allows TPFDD building and editing in a distributed mode. None of these use a 

heuristic approach to the extent used in this methodology and few use algorithms in 

improving their greedy assignment methodologies. Furthermore, none use port or mode 

reassignment methodologies within their scheduling methodologies although some are 

now allowing the modeler to specifically identify RLNs and change their mode. 

5.2 FUTURE RESEARCH 

In addition to the significant modeling enhancements developed in this research, 

there are several new areas for research in the SMMSP methodology that could be 

investigated. 
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5.2.1 Additional TPFDDs to Establish TS Parameters 

The ATS-SMMSP used a TPFDD recently used by USTRANSCOM in support of 

a Quadrennial Defense Review. Although it was a large and widely used TPFDD, it is 

only one instance of a TPFDD. To establish TS parameters valid for a wide range of 

TPFDDs, additional TPFDDs should be used and TS parameters established. These 

standard parameters should include RLN lateness penalties (number of RLNs and Stons), 

additional vehicle (airplane and ship) usage penalty, Stage stopping criteria and tabu 

tenure lengths. 

5.2.2 Starting Solution Scheduling Methodology 

The ATS-SMMSP does not begin with a good starting solution, rather it uses a 

greedy approach. This inefficient approach results in a rather large initial objective 

function. The model requires approximately one hour to reduce this value four-fold and 

approach a relatively good solution. An improved starting solution methodology would 

enhance the overall performance of the ATS-SMMSP. 

5.2.3 Investigation into Superior Reallocation of Vehicle Trips 

An RLN move to a different RLN triplet can cause a decrement or increment to 

the number of vehicles allocated to the affected RLN triplets. The current method of 

reallocating vehicle trips is performed by invoking the vehicle assignment module. It is 

possible that a properly designed search neighborhood for vehicle trip reallocation could 

yield quicker and better results when compared to the current method.  

5.2.4 ATS-Strategic Sealift Problem (ATS-SSP) 

This ATS-SMMSP methodology used a rudimentary scheduling methodology 

within the vehicle assignment and route scheduling. Lambert (2004) presented a 

significantly more sophisticated approach in his Tabu Search Approach to the Strategic 
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Airlift Problem (ATS-SAP). Similar work needs to be done with regard to the sealift 

problem (ATS-SSP). 

5.2.5 Merging of ATS-SMMSP with ATS-SAP and ATS-SSP 

The culmination of an ATS-SSP should lead to the integration of all three 

approaches into one model that solves all three problems in a coherent framework. ATS-

SMMSP could then use the detailed assignment and scheduling methodologies of ATS-

SAP and ATS-SSP within its methodologies of port and mode reassignments. 

5.2.6  Identifying Significantly Different Solutions 

Within the ATS-SMMSP, Stage 3 stored three different solutions. The extent of 

the differences in these solutions were not analyzed. For the military COA analyst to 

compare and eventually present different options as possible solutions, these solutions 

must be distinctly and significantly different. Additional research is warranted in clearly 

identifying the important differences in such solutions so that their relative advantages 

and disadvantages can be efficiently explored.  

5.3 SUMMARY 

This research studied a large, complex and extremely important problem facing 

the U.S. Military and presented an effective methodology that provides markedly 

improved solutions compared to those generated by current approaches.  

The ATS-SMMSP incorporates four areas of improvements: automated error 

correcting, non-greedy scheduling, port modifications and mode modifications. In each of 

these areas significant improvements were made to the on time arrival of RLNs and a 

decrease in total Stons late. The results from the ATS-SMMSP TPFDD modifications 

were then compared to the most commonly used SMM (JFAST) demonstrating the power 

of this approach. 
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Appendix A - Acronyms 

ADD Airlift Delivery Dates 

ADP Automatic Data Processing 

AFB Air Force Base 

AFRP Ariel Fleet Refueling Problem 

AFCSP Ariel Fleet Crew Scheduling Problem 

ALD Available Load Date 

AMC Air Mobility Command  

AMP Analysis of Mobility Platform 

APOD Air Port of Debarkation 

APOE Air Port of Embarkation 

ATS Adaptive Tabu Search 

ATS-BP Adaptive Tabu Search – Bin Packing 

CAA Center for Army Analysis 

CIN Cargo Increment Number 

COA Course of Action 

COE Common Operating Environment 

CONUS Continental United States 

DANTE Deployment Network Tool Extended 

DII Defense Information Infrastructure 

DOD Department of Defense 

EAD Earliest Arrival Date 

GCA Great Circle Arc 

GDAS Global Deployment Analysis System 
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GTTS Group Theoretic Tabu Search 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HLA High Level Architecture 

ITV Intransit Visibility 

JFAST Joint Flow and Analysis System for Transportation  

JOPES Joint Operation Planning and Execution System 

LAD Latest Arrival Date 

Lt Col Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force 

LTC Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army 

MD Multiple Depots 

MIDAS Model for Intertheater Deployment by Air and Sea 

MobSim© Mobility Simulation Model  

MOG Maximum (aircraft) On Ground 

MTMCTEA Transportation Engineering Agency of the Military Traffic 

  Management Command 

MVĤ Multiple Vehicles non-Homogeneous 

NAS Naval Air Station 

NMS National Military Strategy 

OCONUS Outside the Continental United States 

ODBC Open Data Base Connectivity 

PC Personal Computer 

PDP Pickup and Delivery Problem 

PIN Personnel Increment Number 

POD Port of Debarkation 

POE Port of Embarkation 
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RDD Required Delivery Date 

RL Route Length 

RLD Ready to Load Date 

RLN Requirement Line Number 

RTS Reactive Tabu Search 

SAP Strategic Airlift Problem 

SMM Strategic Mobility Modeling 

SMMS Strategic Mobility Mode Selection 

SMMSP Strategic Mobility Mode Selection Problem 

SSP Strategic Sealift Problem 

SPOD Sea Port of Debarkation 

SPOE Sea Port of Embarkation 

STQL Strategic Transportation Quick Look  

TAV Total Asset Visibility 

TCN Transportation Control Number 

TDVRSP Theatre Distribution Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problem 

TEU Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit, a twenty-foot container 

TPFDD Time Phased Force Deployment Data 

TS Tabu Search 

TW Time Windows 

ULN Unit Line Number 

U.S. United States 

USAWC United States Army War College 

USTRANSCOM United States Transportation Command 

VISA Voluntary International Sealift Agreement 
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VRP Vehicle Routing Problem 

VRPTW Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows 

WBP Wide Body Plane 
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Appendix B - A detailed pseudocode of the ATS-SMMSP Method 

Receive inputs (ports, vehicles, RLNs) 
The numbers and types of aircrafts and ships allocated, their availability dates, capacities, speed, range 
and their locations at the start of the mission. 
For each RLN: its associated originlocation, POE, POD, destination, RLD, ALD, EAD, LAD, RDD, 
type,size 
For all ports allocated: geographical location, vehicle and service capacities (for fueling, parking, 
departures and arrivals and onload/offload capabilities. 

Repair errors in inputs  
 If vehicle type does not exist in data base {report error and ask user to repair} 
 Ports: Verify name and GeoLoc   
    If port does not exist in data base { report error and ask user to repair} 
 RLNs:  
  Repair blank destination and origin where possible 
  Remove RLNs that 
      (a) do not move strategically, (b) do not have valid origin and destination,  
   (c) are not in CONUS  
  If POE/POD invalid– replace with closest to origin/destination 
  If RLN contains PAX, make the mode air 
  If POE, POD and mode are not all same mode 
  {    If two are the same mode force 3rd to match mode. 
   If one is empty and other two do not match in mode 
   { If one is mode, make all three match the mode of specified port 
    Else make all three match the POE mode 
   } 
  } 
Vehicle assignment module (stand alone module-called repeatedly in SMMSP algorithm) 
For current designated vehicle transport type (air cargo, air pax, or sea) 

{ For each RLN triplet in desiginated transport type (RLNs with same POE-departure 
day-POD) 
   Until no more vahicles need to be assigned to RLN triplet 
   {  For all vehicles in designated transport type 
 {    Until all RLNs in triplet are assigned 

 { if vehicle can arrive at POD prior to LAD or will arrive at POE earliest 
  { if after adding this vehicle still need more vehicles 
   { make incumbent if has largest capacity considered so far } 
   if after adding this vehicle no more vehicles needed  
   {make incumbent if has smallest capacity considered so far } 
  } 
 } 

 } 
   } 
   Add incumbent to vehicles assigned to current RLN triplet 
} 
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Construct initial solution 
 Execute vehicle assignment module 
Stage 1 

Phase I 
 For the entire TPFDD 
 { Form candidate list of late RLN sorted by descending cost } 

Initialize tabu memory structure 
Set tabu tenure length of 1/10th candidate list cardinality (number of late RLN) 
While four termination criteria not satisfied 

1. Number of total iterations = Candidate_list_cardinality * 5 
  2. Number of iterations since a new best solution found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * 2 
  3. Number of iterations since an improving move found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * 1 
  4. Elapsed time in milli-seconds = Candidate_list_cardinality * 2000 

{ For each RLN in candidate list 
 { For each neighbor RLN triplet with same port pair 

{  Evaluate move of RLN to neighbor triplet 
{ If best move value so far AND (If RLN has not moved within tabu 
tenure period 

     OR aspiration criterion satisfied ) 
{ store move as incumbent} 

} 
} 

} 
Perform incumbent move and update adaptive tabu memory structure 
{ If number of required vehicles change in either RLN triplet 
  Invoke vehicle assignment module for affected vehicle type 
}  
Update late candidate list 

} // end of while 
Reinitialize tabu memory structure, Reset all iteration counts to zero 

Phase II 
Candidate list is min (1/10th total RLNs or 100) taken from ordered TPFDD 
Set tabu tenure to 1/10th candidate list cardinality 
While four termination criteria not satisfied 

1. Number of total iterations = Candidate_list_cardinality * 5 
  2. Number of iterations since a new best solution found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * 2 
  3. Number of iterations since an improving move found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * 1 
  4. Elapsed time in milli-seconds = Candidate_list_cardinality * 1000 

{ For each RLN in candidate list 
 { For each neighbor RLN triplet with same port pair 

{    Evaluate move of RLN to neighbor triplet 
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{ If best move value so far AND (If RLN has not moved within tabu 
tenure period  

     OR aspiration criterion satisfied ) 
{ store move as incumbent} 

} 
} 

} 
Perform incumbent move and update adaptive tabu memory structure 
{ If number of required vehicles change in either RLN triplet 
  Invoke vehicle assignment module for affected vehicle type 
}  

} // end of while 
Reinitialize tabu memory structure, Reset all iteration counts to zero  
Store best Stage 1 solution as initial solution for Stage 2 
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Stage 2 - RLNs are allowed to change POEs, PODs 
Candidate list is all RLNs 
Set tabu tenure length of 1/10th candidate list cardinality 
While time criteria not satisfied (Elapsed time in milli-seconds = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * 2 * 1000) 

 {  While three termination criteria not satisfied 
1. Number of total iterations = Candidate_list_cardinality * .05 

  2. Number of iterations since a new best solution found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .02 
  3. Number of iterations since an improving move found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .01 

{ For each RLN in candidate list 
 { For each neighbor RLN triplet with the same mode within distance 
limitations 

{ Evaluate move of RLN to neighbor triplet 
 { If best move value so far AND (If RLN not moved within tabu 
tenure  

       OR aspiration criterion satisfied ) 
{ store move as incumbent} 

} 
} 

} 
Perform incumbent move and update adaptive tabu memory structure 
{ If number of required vehicles change in either RLN triplet 
  Invoke vehicle assignment module for affected vehicle type 
}  

} // end of while three termination criteria 
 Reinitialize tabu memory structure  

Perform Stage 2 - Phase I – only late RLNs 
  (Identical to Stage 1 - Phase I with termination criteria changed as shown 
below) 
{ While four termination criteria not satisfied 

1. Number of total iterations = Candidate_list_cardinality * .5 
  2. Number of iterations since a new best solution found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .2 
  3. Number of iterations since an improving move found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .1 
  4. Elapsed time in milli-seconds = Candidate_list_cardinality * 2000 

} 
 Perform Stage 2-Phase II – all RLNs 

 (Identical to Stage 1 - Phase I with termination criteria changed as shown 
below)  
{ While four termination criteria not satisfied 

1. Number of total iterations = Candidate_list_cardinality * .05 
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  2. Number of iterations since a new best solution found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .02 
  3. Number of iterations since an improving move found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .01 
  4. Elapsed time in milli-seconds = Candidate_list_cardinality * 1000 

} 
Reinitialize tabu memory structure  
Reset all iteration counts to zero 

} // end of while time termination criteria 
Save best Stage 2 solution 
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Stage 3 - RLNs are allowed to change POEs, PODs and transportation modes 
Candidate list is all RLNs except PAX 
Set tabu tenure length of 1/10th candidate list cardinality 

 While time criteria not satisfied (Elapsed time in milli-seconds = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * 12 * 1000) 
 {  While three termination criteria not satisfied 

1. Number of total iterations = Candidate_list_cardinality * .05 
  2. Number of iterations since a new best solution found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .02 
  3. Number of iterations since an improving move found = 
Candidate_list_cardinality * .01 

{ For each RLN in candidate list 
 { For each neighbor RLN triplet within distance limitations 

{ Evaluate move of RLN to neighbor triplet 
 { If best move value so far AND (If RLN has not moved within 
tabu tenure  

        OR aspiration criterion satisfied ) 
{ store move as incumbent} 

} 
} 

} 
Perform incumbent move and update adaptive tabu memory structure 
{ If number of required vehicles change in either RLN triplet 
  Invoke vehicle assignment module for affected vehicle type 
}  

} // end of while three termination criteria 
Reinitialize Tabu memory structure 
{   Perform Stage 2-Phase I – only late RLNs 

{  Same as Phase I  used in Stage 1  
} 

 Perform Stage 2-Phase II – all RLNs 
{  Same as Phase II  used in Stage 1  
} 

} 
} // end of while time termination criteria 
Save best 3 Stage 3 solutions 
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